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Abstract
The idea for this scientific paper was triggered by the recent article from Prof. Dean
Keith Simonton published in the Nature Journal of Science. Simonton argues first that
the scientific genius is extinct, actually he wrote obsolete and fears that vast teams of
present students and scientists finesse knowledge rather than create new disciplines. At
the end of his article Simonton wrote, quote: ”Of course, I hope that my thesis is
incorrect. I would hate to think that genius in science has become extinct and that my
research speciality has become obsolete. It takes only one new scientific genius to
prove me wrong.” The purpose of this paper sets its goal to prove to the present
scientific community and Simonton that scientific genius is not extinct and can be found
outside academia among the amateur scientists who have it hard to present their radical
new ideas and research to the brain dead Nobel Prize laureates and mainstream
scientists who all stick to comic, we repeat comic constants and theories. The
mainstream science has been blinded by the complexity of their thinking, rather than
enlightened by the simplicity of the cosmic mathematics. Our research is a very
multidisciplinary one, reaching from Psychophysics over Quantum Mechanics, Gravity
and Electromagnetism to Epigenetics and Fractal Evolution. Besides that we use simple
mathematics to prove our theories. Once a theory in physics is proven mathematically it
is not a theory anymore, because in mathematics there is no relativity like in physics and
one can only be right or wrong. Physicists do have it a lot easier than mathematicians,
because relativism introduced the idea of gravity being the same as frequency, or an
attraction between objects with masses which is a pulling force is the same as curvature
of space and all equals to the principles of how this universe works. As late Terence
McKenna puts is, thanks to relativism there is no distinction between shit and Shinola.
That is why we used mathematics in order to prove that NASA is wrong in Mars Gravity
Acceleration for about 0,6 m/s² and we used simple mathematics to calculate the true
values for earth’s density, orbit time and many more. I will first describe Zeeper’s
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Universal model of Gravitation that proved gravity is not a pulling force of the masses
between objects, but a pushing force of the electrical-mass ocean or ether we are all
submerged and swim in. Later I will be discussing the psychophysics behind our E=mQ²
equation which is based on the Nobel Prize works of Daniel Kahneman and late Amos
Tversky. Hence I will first turn to the macro-cosmic model of gravity, thus I will later
explore and define the micro-cosmic model. The entire model and the new discipline
that will be derived from this research are based on non solidity of our reality and the
works of David Bohm and Karl Pribram, but also the latest research on non existence of
light outside our brain by Zeeper. Bohm/Pribram both talk about the holographic
structure of our Universe. Recently a new notion was introduced for this research that
could not be found by Google. The term sapiedelic society was derived from psychedelic
society as our distant ancestors needed psychedelic substances in order to explore
higher realms of consciousness. Today we have reports of more and more ESP,
precognitive and paranormal experiences and the knowledge, but also psychedelic
substances were never as accessible as they are now. Sapie comes from wisdom and
knowledge, whereas delic means to attain and to acquire. So this new term should
support the newly created scientific discipline that will encourage new generations of
children who will have fun going to school being taught the truth about our existence and
about gravity pushing not pulling them to the ground. Furthermore our research will lead
to the industries saving money by not spending billions of Dollars and Euros on means
of transport and in construction due to the false interpretation of gravity. We also intend
to revolutionize space travel for NASA, ESA and Roscosmos, but also private space
traveling agencies such as Virgin Galactic. Key words: Einstein, Newton, Tesla,
Energy, Frequency, Mind, Light, Consciousness, Electromagnetism, Electrical-Mass,
Gravity, Quantum Mechanics, Speed of Light, Electromagnetic Waves, Planck units,
Organic Growth, Pressure/Density Phenomena, Universal Compression, Epigenetics,
Fractal Evolution, Paranormal ESP phenomena, higher level of existence, Sapiedelic
Society and New World Economy.
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1) Introduction

For this special research many scientists who are exploring consciousness on the
Quantum level were contacted and the best answer that is used for this paper and
needs to be quoted here entirely, came from Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D., aka Dr. Quantum
who is a relic among the physicists being born in 1934 and is still active in his research.
“At best all I could do was look over your paper. It appears to be a rather haphazard
shamble of ideas and equations seemingly unrelated in any consistent manner. I really
can’t take the time to go through it any more carefully. You may have some interesting
ideas in it, relating thought to the Planck scale, but you will need to hire an editor to put
your paper is some meaningful order. The concept of speed of thought makes little
sense to me. If you mean the speed at which one assembles words into sentences, I am
sure that could be measured, however I don’t see it having much to do with any
“thought-mass.”

You need to decide if you are attempting to put together a paper dealing with physics or
a paper dealing with metaphors from physics to explain psychological states of
consciousness. The two don’t mix as the interests are often not overlapping ala
physicists and psychologists.

Here is some more advice, perhaps worth more to you than any reading or other
feedback I could give about your work.

Every new theory, even those produced by trained scientists, must pass a few stringent
tests before they ever get published or paid attention to. Every new theory I know of,
had to pass the tests outlined below. For examples, see Richard Feynman's papers of
1948 published in the Physical Review. He became famous after these papers, not
before.
Developed in Edmonton & Eisenstadt in March 2013
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Usually a non-scientifically-trained individual makes a theory based on the absence of
full knowledge of the experimental and theoretical evidence for our current models.
Hence very few scientists will take the time to discuss such theories because usually
these theories have fatal flaws or else add needless assumptions. Your theory may
have neither of these, hence to get proper attention to your work, I would suggest the
following course of action:

Step 1) You must, and I emphasize "must" understand the current quantum physics
theory and general theory of relativity models. If you haven't read up on these, and I
mean not just read them to find errors and to insert your solutions to the problem, but
read to see what assumptions are being made, no one, and I mean no one will pay any
attention to you. In brief, you must show you have done your homework.

Step 2) Once step 1 has been accomplished you must contrast your theory with several
of the current models and show how your theory not only predicts what these other
theories predict but both simplifies and makes new predictions that these other theories
can not do. In brief, what makes your theory important-what's new?

Step 3) You must show how your theory is and this will sound strange, more beautiful
than the current theories. To understand this you must learn how Dirac invented his
theory of the electron and positron and by so doing set in motion what is now called
"quantum field theory." This is the artform of theory making, and represents the
aesthetics of science.

Step 4) You must show how your theory contains all other theories that came before it
such as special theory of relativity, general theory of relativity, Newton's law of gravity,
ordinary quantum physics, and quantum electrodynamics. A new theory must hold the
older theories on it shoulders and be robust enough to show how the older theories are
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special cases of the new theory. All of quantum physics does this in replacing classical
physics. All general theory of relativity does this in replacing special theory of relativity
and Newtonian physics.

Now this is the path that all serious physicists follow to produce any new theory of
physics/cosmology. I don't mean you should literally do this in the order I put down, but
when you have a successful formulation, you must then take the time to go through
these steps. If you can accomplish all of this then say that you have done so in the
opening paragraphs of your paper and submit to the journal "Foundations of Physics",
"the Physical Review", "Nature", and any other journals you wish. Be prepared for
rejection. Answer the reviewer's questions and resubmit.

It is extremely important that you compare your ideas with the work that has gone before
you, especially if you have radical ideas.”

We both thank to Fred Alan Wolf for these tips and hints that need to be presented to
the reader and must to be taken into consideration when presenting a new idea or a
theory in our current funeral by funeral advancing science era. We had a more radical
approach to presenting our research results by addressing some scientists directly per
email or using YouTube, forums like TOE Quest, Twitter and Facebook. Nevertheless
and at the end, the scientific method of publishing our research results prevailed being
advised so by many professors. We decided to publish our work in the General Science
Journal. We wish to express our gratitude to all participating scientists, who contribute to
the success of our ongoing research. We often do have a feeling that the science had
never been united as it is with our project that will pave the way for future generations to
understand the struggle a single scientist has to go through before being admitted by the
scientific society. This scientific work should remind the reader of the necessity of
sparking the scientific disputes in order to fertilize one’s work. Yet it should also show to
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the old generation and rigid professors who stick to the theories being theories for
millennia based on an infinite amount of constants that more conventional and artistic
approach is needed. A proof to them that they should sometimes think like kids in order
to find a proper solution to a problem that could be solved by any child at the age of six,
when kids gain their consciousness. My fellow researcher Al Zeeper’s main goal was to
reach the kids over Facebook and Twitter in order for them to press upon their parents
and teachers why they are being taught false and dogmatic physics in their schools.
This approach is correct and some kids adopted Al Zeeper’s work to theirs school
essays and presentations, however if we want to change the world and the way people
think by influencing the collective consciousness, we need a more radical approach of
annihilating the false believe about gravity and evolution at their core roots which is in
the academia and in the teachings of all parrots - natural science professors who
support and repeat Newton’s, Einstein’s and Darwin’s false believes. E=mc² equation
and Darwin's survival of the fittest theory are both leading our race into the 6th mass
extinction.

Our research overruled the theory of the beginning, Big Bang and the final theory TOE
or Theory of Everything. Main credits for this historic overruling go to the works and
research of the meaning of time done by my friend Srečko Šorli Amrit Nirvikar. He was
proclaimed for nuts 20 years ago for saying that time as such does not exits. Now his
claims are supported by his numerous articles in PhysOrg. Science Journal as he truly
found out that our universe it timeless, with no beginning and no end. Time possesses
only a mathematical character and is a numerical order of material change. Amrit and
Zeeper both proved that time is a human invention and latter even showed methods of
producing time using gravity as a pushing force. Zeeper later also proved that the
velocity of light is not a constant, at least not on different planets and mathematically
proved that the velocity of light on Mars is 185.350.924,030313 m/s. This turns the
science as we know today upside down, declares special and general relativity for a
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blunder and overrules the large body mass attraction for a pulling gravity force according
to Newton. The unfinished works on Dynamic Theory of Gravity with ether push by
Nikola Tesla can now be declared for being correct and secretly used by different world
governments to conduct experiments with Tesla’s technology. Please take a look at the
snapshot (next page) from Dr. Marc Seifer’s book “Transcending the Speed of Light”.
Marc Seifer, Ph.D., is an expert on Nikola Tesla and wrote many publications, including
his dissertation on this prodigious inventor and genius of all times whose work and name
were both erased from history books. The reason for proclaiming Nikola Tesla a mad
scientist and a threat to humanity was told to the public by the US-Government after his
death, stating; his inventions were so dangerous that they would bring the end to the
world we know. Well if we translate this with the level of today’s consciousness this
would mean the end of gas, coal and oil era, science would not be stuck in
gas/liquid/light picture of the universe, but an electric one and our civilization would by
now attain a status of a Type II civilization going galactic. We would have already
established a first contact with Godlike Type 4 civilization. A Type 4 civilization could be
compared to the Q from the Continuum depicted in the Gene Roddenberry’s star trek
universe. In one of my previous works and research reports I already postulated that our
human/primate cycle is not the first one on this planet, but could already be the 6th one
as previous human/primate cycles could have attained status III or IV that are already
joined with pure consciousness. For the types of the civilizations see Kardashev Scale
here:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kardashev_scale
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Picture 1: Snapshot form Seifer’s book “Transcending the Speed of Light”

In our works we do not argue that people are being taught wrong in their schools only
about gravity. Furthermore we asserted with our greatest certitude that our entire
existence and the age of the universe including our planet are a dogma. Same as Dr.
Bruce Lipton puts it that the idea of “genes control our life” is to be found in any biology
book used by the students of medicine or scientists and repeated so many times by the
scientific community that it became a central dogma in the field of evolution. Same goes
for gravity being an attractive force and curvature of space. Dogma stands for a religious
belief without a scientific proof. This puts all natural science teachers being religion
teachers. Dr. Bruce Lipton later proved it is the environment that controls our cells and
our life and that genes are only blueprints that need to be activated by the environmental
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forces. The same goes for consciousness and gravity connection. Hameroff and
Penrose both developed their Orchestrated Objective Reduction (Orch-OR) model of
quantum consciousness based on their belief that gravity is pushing the microtubule
inside neurons that serve as a quantum computer in order for the brain to produce
consciousness. Hence we have a proof again for gravity being a pushing and not a
pulling force, thus the mainstream science still defends that fallen apple idea by Newton
and the curvature of space by Einstein. A question for the reader of this paper arises: If
you would get hit by a cocoa nut on your head while taking sun under the palm on some
remote island in the Caribbean sea, would you believe that the nut that hit you was
pulled there by the earth after you wake up from a comma in the year 2063?

In all my studies I overruled the term gravity by substituting it with a pressure/density
phenomenon by Zeeper or universal compression idea by Tesla. My micro-cosmic
gravity model that will be revealed soon combines electrical-mass with acceleration over
a distance multiplied with gravitational pressure on the neurons inside our brain divided
by the density or the neural network. I have developed both classical and Planck
quantum mechanical models for the E=mQ², E=m√Q and E=Q equations.

We need to emphasize the main purpose of this paper which is delivering a proof to the
scientific community and to Prof. Dean Keith Simonton that the scientific genius is not
extinct yet, but was only oppressed by the totally insane scientific community as Al
Zeeper and me can both be considered being the fathers of E=mc², an equation that did
not bring the Nobel Prize to Einstein but only caused a few energy and media company
leaders to acquire wealth beyond what the majority of us can yet conceive. The time has
come to reveal to the public that this famous mathematical poppycock as Nikola Tesla
referd to E=mc² is a useless blunder that can not be used for acceleration of gravity and
energy/mass conservation. Thanks to the Copenhagen interpretation of the Quantum
Mechanics this field of research became reserved to some lunatics who write sausage
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long equations on the blackboards and feel proud to understand the Schrödinger
equation by conjuring with Max Planck units for which Planck himself said are used by
the extraterrestrials. Well the majority of the today’s physicists live in a false belief that
they have acquired extraterrestrial level of knowledge, though we are still grounded and
oil dependent powering our machinery by the sweat of our ancestors, dead animals and
plants. How is this possible?

It is time to make physics understandable to every child and every adult by proving to
them that physics became a system of thought, like geometry, all thanks to our
research. People should not understand Quantum Mechanics as some on the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle based high energy physics where one particle can be
at one place and all over the place at the same time, but as an information transfer
science where everything is made of the same dough called q electrical-mass. On the
quantum level the energy and information transfer are immediate and time, velocity, but
also distance do not exist. So what is quantum level? A simple interpretation would be,
anything we observe around ourselves and not what can not be observed.

Our brain is an apparatus that attuned our perception by taking us out into the material
world and to slow things down. Our world is far from being solid, only our brain is
interpreting it as a solid place. Our true world is made of pure vibrant consciousness a
set of frequencies that determine our reality. Our stage of development is defined by
which frequency we are tuned to. We can only be tuned to one frequency at the same
time as long as we are stuck in our material world we are born into. When we leave our
body here in this 3D illusionary reality and hit one level of existence above this one, we
are confronted with the fact that our first 3D level of existence was only a place to learn
and a test polygon for the cosmic consciousness or the universal overmind to
experience life, with us on the stage to mature in this kinder garden. Once we move to
ethereal light realm, I dare to say that we can be tuned to both, the old and the new
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frequency, which means, we can observe our descendants fighting over our material
quasi holographic possessions left after our rebirth to the next stage reality. Many ESP,
precognitive and paranormal phenomena witnessed by the people from our 3D five
sense reality reported visits and abductions by the UFO’s as well as an establishment of
contact with late ancestors. Many of this reports are fraud, but some a convincingly real.

My personal experience gave me a glimpse into the spiritual world that seemed to be
more solid than this 3D illusionary reality as I have established a visual and telepathic
contact with my deceased father and observed a space craft landing in my home village
one month into my father being late on 14th October 2008 our time, as time does not
exist one level of existence above this one. I have seen our ancestors living in a world
that surprisingly occupies the same space as our world. I have witnessed my ancestors
using technology such as thinknet to order items, replicators to conjure them and
blinkporters to deliver these items or our ancestors to any spatial or temporal dimension
at the velocity of thought.

Here a reader of this paper might start asking himself why I am wiring about my
experiences no one would ever believe to be true. Well to encourage the reader to stay
conscious rather than to fall into unconsciousness, I would like to emphasize that I have
been gathering data on the usability of E=mc² for acceleration of consciousness since
May 2003 and that the entire project was conceived back in 1987 when I read my first
science fiction novel for the children at the age of 8. It was in October 2007 when I gave
birth to E=mQ² and It was in May 2011 that my consciousness stared a sort of a super 8
projection on the wall of my bedroom one night before sleep to show me my “book of
life” and where my research led to. After these experiences I have put E=mq2 into the
Google search engine and I stumbled upon the great works of Al Zeeper and his 2008
E=mQ². Zeeper is now my fellow researcher and co-editor of this paper. I also found the
works of my good old friend physicist and writer Rodney Kawecki, Ph.D., who wrote the
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same equation E=mq2 in 2006 for faster than light travel. All three of us use E=mQ² for
describing FTL (faster than light) phenomena. Kawecki uses his E=mq2 for his FTL
constant, Zeeper replaced m or relativistic mass that has a light speed limit according to
Lorentz transformation with q or electrical-mass that has no velocity ceiling and I defined
Q as the infinite velocity of thought coupled with infinite mass leading me to the
invention of the mental time machine based on the value function of the Prospect
Theory together with humanities HOW to Singularity or Novelty mechanism.

All these paranormal phenomena led to the establishment of my new research institute
TU “Terra Unida” which is the Portuguese equivalent to “United Earth” and replaced my
old institute TSI “Terra Simulada Ilimitada” that was closed with the end of my 14 year
old simulation of reality in October 2012. This is how I closed an important chapter in my
life, a 14 year old simulation of reality starting in September 1998 with my visit to Brazil
and the seminar of the importance of Simulation in business management and
secondary education. The simulation with Q Quantum Potential = U or the entire human
population ended on 14th October 2012 with an implementation phase starting in
November 2012 to last until February 2013. TOE Quest forum was used as a test
polygon in order to implement the experiment results acquired during the simulation and
testing of E=mQ². Our equation that inaugurated an era of peace and prosperity can not
be used for any destructive purposes. TOE Quest forum members and their leader were
used, but not misused until I earned myself a permanent ban for telling too much truth
and having a critical view toward new Theory of Everything presenters as I overruled
TOE in my first and old e-book on 108 pages published by Phil Gibbs and his viXra
here:

http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0150
I would like to quote a sentence from my old e-book that was very much appreciated by
my fellow researcher Al Zeeper who later became more interested into my research as I
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am implementing all his results in one or another way fitting them into my models of
micro-cosmic gravity based on E=mQ². With this sentence on the page 15 I overruled
the theory of the beginning or Big Bang: “In the conclusion of this quantum gravitational
part of the research the author would like to point out that the big bang theory can be
overruled because it is the frequency that takes an atom or a particle by adding or
cutting energy to higher and lower dimensions of space-time continuum.” Personal
quote

The final theory or TOE Theory of Everything was overruled due to the fact that our
universe is timeless giving answers to these two scientific questions:

1) Do the theory of the beginning and final theory exist, as time represents only a numerical
order of material change and does not exist as such in the vast and infinite universe?

2) How does the scientific society evaluate this as also distance and constant velocity are
referred to as dummy units created by the conscious observers?

A simple personal quote on page 96 overruled TOE: “There is no such thing as theory of
everything. There only is one and only everything.”

Page 8 in my e-book often raises some questions why I have crisscrossed that section
where q by that time photonic-mass, later electrical-mass is integrated into Q or
Quantum Potential. I knew I am correct and have done this deliberately to attract
attention of some quantum physics departments worldwide which would than implement
my ideas into their work. I solved the problem of this q-Q integration and published the
results this February 2013 under Essays and Quantum particle physics in GS-Journal:

http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4578
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Before I turn to the history of the development of E=mQ² and all the psychophysics
behind this (not pure physics) equation I would like to remind the reader that I have
made my first publication on this topic back in August 2011 slightly after my first pineal
gland activation with all the ESP and paranormal phenomena I described in the above
text. The publication that deserves a place in some historic museum can be found under
the section Biology – Mind Science on viXra:

http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0141

2) Albert Einstein’s SRT and GRT vs. Nikola Tesla’s Dynamic Theory of Gravity

The majority of the work regarding historic development of E=mQ² was done in my old
e-book here: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0150 and on the pages 44, 47 and 48. The
acceleration mechanism for the humanity on HOW to achieve Singularity aka Novelty is
shown and described on the page 29. This chapter sets for its goal to present and to
criticize Einstein’s original work on Special and General Relativity and to propose a
better solution to his model on the macro-cosmic level comparing the works of Einstein
to the works of Tesla. Next chapter has the same purpose, yet it will show the
mathematical truth about the Energy and Gravity unification with Electromagnetism we
observe every day, a magnificent work of art done by my co-editor Al Zeeper, Zee.

In 1905 Prof. Albert Einstein presented a new approach to what would become modern
physics called Special Relativity. This model included the famous E=mc² equation,
constant speed of light, length contraction, time dilation and a new term spacetime.
Many experiments confirm Einstein’s ideas and are implemented in GPS, satellites,
atomic clocks, nuclear reactors and not directly also in atomic weapons of mass
destruction. Einstein had his famous speech on E=mc² saying that small amounts of
mass in his case m or relativistic mass can produce large amounts of energies. Einstein
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used mass-energy equivalence with the exchange factor at c² in order to produce
energy out of mass or velocity corresponding to the light speed squared which is a large
number similar to traveling the entire Milky Way Galaxy from one end to another in one
second. He first included a model that would put this mass-energy exchange factor to
c^4. He later went down to c² out of no reason. The so called Lorentz transformation
was a mathematical approach giving Einstein a proof that no object with mass can travel
faster than the speed of light as this would cause the object to increase its mass and
making it difficult to accelerate to and over this illusive cosmic speed limit. There was
also a question of time that needed to be answered. Einstein postulated that two
identical twins would reach a different age if one would be traveling at the speed of light
resulting with the light speed traveler being younger as time runs differently at higher
velocities.

This is a very short insight into the SRT work of Einstein that led to GRT or General
Relativity, where Einstein substituted the Newtonian view of attractive gravity being a
pulling force of objects with large masses by his model of the curvature of spacetime.
The main fact the Einstein neglected in his works was the presence of ether, Akasha or
Prana called living force in some of the works by Nikola Tesla. If Einstein would accept
the Nikola Tesla’s ether push and light velocity impedance idea, he would have to
abandon both SRT and GRT. Tesla died in 1943 with his unfinished work on Dynamic
Theory of Gravity and the entire world together with the insane politicians, but also by
the industry and money driven corrupt and greedy science went after the one inch long
equation E=mc² that is now leading us into a mass extinction. Tesla would not live to see
the true effect of this mathematical poppycock as the first nuclear bomb went off and
Einstein regretted in helping Leo Szilard in writing that letter to the president Roosevelt
in which they both stated; the Nazi Germany is developing atomic weapons of mass
destruction which later hit innocent people of Hirosima and Nagasaki in 1945 to end the
war with Japan.
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There are numerous evidences that the US Government came into possession of
Tesla’s secret plans for a clean energy and anti-gravity propulsion. Same goes for the
Germans who first tested the Tesla assumptions with their technology falling into the
hands of allies and the Soviet forces after the WW II. Nikola Tesla already had an idea
how to electrify the entire planet earth, hence he contacted the devil himself to finance
this project in the early 1900s, JP Morgan. When Morgan somehow found out that
Tesla’s Wardenclyffe project intended to beat Marconi on his radio transmission by
transmitting wireless information such as pictures and sound could also transmit free
electric energy to every corner of this planet, JP Morgan pulled the plug from Tesla’s
inventions as the banking overlord could not put a meter to charge people for the
consumption of the electric energy. Tesla tried to persuade JP Morgan by telling him
that such a project is beyond any profit and showed him some pictures of devices that
were 200 years before its time, trains and ships, cars and planes all running on free
energy from ionosphere telling him one would only need a bread basket sized antenna
or stick a rod in his back garden to obtain electricity or light. Tesla predicted Blackberry
and wrist watch like devices for communication about 120 years ago. He is the father of
the modern Robotics, Laser Technology, Remote Control, Internet, TV, Radio, X-ray,
Starwars Warfare, Electromotor still being used today and AC electric current. He gave
the world more than Newton, Einstein and Edison all together, yet being proclaimed for
a mad scientist and erased from the history books. Anything we touch and see today is
here thanks to Nikola Tesla. People would not have become increasingly idiotic the way
Einstein predicted this when the technology will take over the human interaction,
because what I observe today are bunch of idiots looking into their smart phones
everywhere they go. We would have made many steps further and towards our true
home than today being stuck on this ship of fools and could be a lot smarter than our
phones an devices we use today paying up to 30 EUR a month for a mobile telephone
and internet access.
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It was in the beginning of the 1930s when Tesla supported by the General Electric,
according to the story, had the stock gasoline engine removed and replaced with
a brushless AC electric motor to drive around at 80 – 90 mph from thin air. He said he
was using EM electromagnetic waves that are anywhere in the air. (Source: www)

Picture 2: 1930 Pierce Arrow car

The fuel to power the world’s machinery and vehicles for thousands of years can be
derived from electromagnetic wave conductors. We have known for 80+ years that
electromagnetic coupling can be used to harness the freely available cosmic rays
(electromagnetic radiation) and to power the World. A simple antenna is an
electromagnetic conductor which converts harnessed radio waves in free space to an
electrical current. This electromagnetic conversion can power all our machinery,
including our automobiles.
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Supported by the Pierce-Arrow Co. and General Electric in 1931, Nikola Tesla, inventor
of the AC generator, took the gasoline engine from a new Pierce-Arrow and replaced it
with an 80-horsepower AC electric motor with no external power source.

Tesla reportedly bought 12 vacuum tubes, some wires and assorted resistors, and
assembled them in a circuit box 24 inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high, with
a pair of 3-inch rods sticking out. Getting into the car with the circuit box in the front seat
beside him, he pushed the rods in and announced, “We now have power”. Using no
gasoline whatsoever Tesla proceeded to drive the car for a week and at speeds of up to
90 mph.

As the AC motor can only operate on AC (alternating current that is typically supplied in
a home) electricity the single 12 volt car battery wasn’t the source of power as a car
battery supplies only DC (direct current) electricity. So what was the source of power
that powered the AC electric motor? Electromagnetic (EM) waves, which Tesla declared
is a free source of power that is “everywhere present in unlimited quantities”. The 1931
Pierce Arrow demonstration proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that we don’t
need any gasoline whatsoever to power our automobiles. An electric powered
automobile possesses many advantages that the noisy and polluting gasoline cars could
not offer. (Source: www)

Tesla also reported to have listened to the extraterrestrial signals from planet Mars. Can
we believe all this? The majority of the today’s scientists do not believe this as they all
need equations to prove their results. Tesla spoke 6 languages, had a photographic
memory and could visualize his inventions in his memory before putting them together.
He could even test run the devices to measure their performance. Was he mad? He had
a disorder of a genius which is called compulsive obsessive behavior and is mainly
treated clinically in the mental institutions. Yet his compulsions were of a different and
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scientific nature, this was no disorder, but a praise, a gift from the universe referred to as
God that enabled him to evolve beyond his species for the time he was still alive. His
beautiful mind needed no equations, all he has put together needed only some slight or
minor adjustments and the models played. I like to refer to Tesla and his brilliant
inventive genius as I was equipped with his mental state and many others in the past 10
years until I transcended the daily manipulative frequencies of our fear based society
caused by the politics and corrupt pharmaceutical but also weapons industries and their
connected bankers. My creative power is shown with this picture that has not yet fully
been explored by my mind and consciousness, though it presents my entire work of the
last 30 years including the next 60. It was drawn in the time when I experienced my first
ESP and paranormal phenomena in May 2011. Al Zeeper my fellow co-editor of this
paper and even Dr. Jack Sarfatti a relic among the physicists who left academia, born in
1939 being still active both liked this picture very much. (See next page.)
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Picture 3: Hand drawn application of E=mQ²

This picture has many meanings as it even uses purple opposed x vector Forces to
depict Tesla’s free transfer of electricity and opposing electric energy transfer waves
where both force fields annihilate and a torsion wave is produced that can reach
velocities up to 109x the speed of light. This model even shows a blue Q as a, b and c
vectors for the force proved by Al Zeeper as the Electric Charge Q measured in C
Coulombs truly is a force or mA=mass accelerated. I had no clue what I was paining as I
wanted to portray the 11th dimension of the greatest blunder of all times called the String
Theory, so I pinpointed 11 dots on a paper without any clue to what I am drawing and
have managed to create a 4th dimensional picture with 11 dynamic reflective mirrors that
can be turned into a round object when we crush and contract the A4 paper into a
Developed in Edmonton & Eisenstadt in March 2013
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sphere observing it expanding in its circumference. One needs to take into consideration
that all objects, mirror dots and beams, but also steps are dynamic and everything is
moving at different velocities. Than the picture becomes correct and the system is fired
up as E=mQ² to define the quantum gravity as I have put Q for the quantum speed of
thinking in the human brain (in quantum steps per second). A clear sign for the
acceleration or gravity as the velocity of thought x frequency = v/t = a or acceleration. In
one of my 2012 YouTube videos visited more than 600 times in one month that was
later removed by me and associated with the Nobel Prize in some Indian online journal, I
have written the following text to this picture with a similar experiment done by the
Quantum Optics Department of the TU Technical University of Vienna that got this
drawing on 12th October 2011.

Micro-Cosmos (quantum gravity) or human mind on E=mQ² where R=Reference points,
11 of them posses a dynamic reflective function Я (mirror) and where Q red is your laser
beam/pulse and Q blue the force or Coulomb. These are quantum steps with no velocity
ceiling. Mass is not Einstein’s m but electrical-mass similar to Planck Mass that forms a
Momentum or Impulse when time stops and m is accelerated to the light speed. The
objects interact in Nikola Tesla’s Dynamic Theory of Gravity and the whole system is
experiencing angular and linear velocities with angular and linear frequencies. Same as
experiencing a cognitive dissonance. My delay line is between Я7R7 and Я8R8.
My λ/4 is the purple coloured line between Я5R5 and Я8R8. Nikola Tesla fed alternating
currents in exact opposite phase (x opposed) which made the net result a nil electromagnetic field, the zero field. Even though the two opposite electromagnetic fields
eliminated each other, Tesla managed to demonstrate that these spiralled wires were
capable of sending energy over very long distances. This phenomenon was called a
Torsion wave first explored by Nikola Tesla and later mainly by the Russian scientists.
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Here I am already overruling the Special and General Relativity model by Einstein using
the works of Nikola Tesla who knew that the space can not be curved and that the
velocity of light is reduced to 299.792.458 m/s as the ether puts impedance on its speed.
Dr. Marc Seifer later did a research on Nikola Tesla's work and came out with the words;

“I hadn’t yet, however, linked this statement to the idea of “gravity,” or more to the point,
to Tesla’s never-revealed dynamic theory of gravity.”

The next hint had to do with Tesla’s criticisms of Einstein’s theory of relativity, which he
published in a series of articles in the mid-1930’s. Tesla’s main criticism had to do with
Einstein’s idea of the curvature of space:

“On a body as large as the sun, it would be impossible to project a disturbance of this
kind [e.g., radio broadcasts] to any considerable distance except along the surface. It
might be inferred that I am alluding to the curvature of space supposed to exist
according to the teachings of relativity, but nothing could be further from my mind. I hold
that space cannot be curved, for the simple reason that it can have no properties … To
say that in the presence of large bodies space becomes curved is equivalent to stating
that something can act upon nothing. I, for one, refuse to subscribe to such a view.”
Nikola Tesla, ‘Pioneer Radio Engineer Gives Views on Power,” New York Herald Tribune, 9/11/1932

This turns out to be a very complex process, but like any great idea, it begins with
simple fundamental premise. Furthermore Seifer found out that In Tesla’s dynamic
theory of gravity all matter is constantly absorbing ether all the time at the tachyonic
speed of 1.37 times the speed of light. This is the world of ether. By its nature, the ether
exists in a realm that transcends the speed of light. So, what then is gravity according to
this theory? Gravity is simply the absorption of ether by, for instance, the Earth. The
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reason we fall back to the earth when we jump up is not because of some mysterious
disconnected force called gravity; we fall back to the earth because we are in the way of
the influx of ether. That is what gravity is. It is absorption of ether by the elementary
particles. It is the elusive Higgs boson, or God particle, the force/process that gives
matter its mass. And it happens in a continuous fashion all the time.

That is why radio broadcasts follow the curvature of the earth. As the wave propagates,
it is pushed down to the earth by gravity, if you will, by this constant influx of ether. So,
according to this theory, the reason light particles bend around stars and planetary
bodies is not because space is curved, but because these photons are being affected by
this constant influx. This theory further speculates that photons are not really massless,
their mass would be equivalent to Planck’s constant, a tiny factor which Planck had to
add to all his calculations to make them work out. If photons have energy, and if energy
and mass are equivalent, then by definition, photons must have mass.

Yet in 1919 and 4 years into the existence of the General Relativity Theory
founded 1915 by Einstein, the world scientific community was again blinded and
faced with another deception. The General Theory seemed to be proven in the
year 1919 by a photo of a total solar eclipse. The picture showed light bending
around the sun, showing gravity is a curvature of spacetime and not a pulling
force of Newtonian mechanics. So Einstein did overrule Newton, however Tesla
overruled both.

Seifer also points out to the unfinished work by Albert Einstein who dreamt of unifying
his General Relativistic Model of Gravity that describes the movement of the large
celestial bodies with the Quantum Mechanics to get an answer to everything in the form
of an ultimate theory called TOE or Theory of Everything. He wanted for physics to unify
Gravity with Electromagnetism. How can you unify something that does not exist with an
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existing force that is the building block, a one and only fundamental energy called
consciousness proved to have electromagnetic properties, powering our cyclic and AC
electro-dynamic universe? Einstein spent al least 20 of his years left in this 3D reality
looking for the most desired answer. Seifer wrote in one of his works: “Now, to solve
Einstein’s

dream. His

goal, we remember,

was

to

combine gravity with

electromagnetism. The reason he couldn’t do it was because to do so would involve
resurrecting a detectable ether; and if that were the case, then, as Einstein himself
stated, his theory of relativity would be wrong. Gravity is the influx of ether by the
elementary particles it is the process that gives matter its mass, the so-called God
particle. This process occurs at 1.37 times the speed of light. As each elementary
particle absorbs ether, two things happen - the process allows or helps the particle to
continue spinning and, simultaneously, the energy is converted into electromagnetism.
Ether comes in, causes electrons and other elementary particles to spin, and in that
process, atoms retain their integrity and convert the constant influx into the
electromagnetism, that is, Grand Unification” that was mathematically and geometrically
proven by my co-editor of this paper and Canadian physicist Al Zeeper from Edmonton,
Alberta.

Al Zeeper proved via simple mathematics that in order for true and pure physics to be
achieved, the Energy equation that we commonly know as;

E = mass x Velocity²
must be updated to;

E = mass x (Acceleration x Time)²
E = mass x (Acceleration² x Time²)
E = mass x (A² x Z²)
E = m A² Z²
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this in turns means that E=mQ² as written in Zeeper’s first scientific publication on one
page in the General Science Journal here:

http://www.gsjournal.net/old/physics/zeeper.pdf

We would like to point out that the above link leads to a historic paper that will one day
and very soon find its way into the future museum for Capitalism and Imperialism at Fort
Knox in USA. For more accurate data on the Zeeper units please visit:

http://www.einsteingravity.com/

Before we turn our attention to the Zeeper’s model of Energy, Gravity and
Electromagnetism Unification, I would like to make as short presentation of my fellow
researchers E=mq2 idea presented back in 2006 together with the Kawecki FTL (faster
than light) constant.

Kawecki once wrote to me in his email, quote: “Andraz Pibernik, let's look at the
prospective of how the Universe works as a whole. Is it expanding or is it contracting. In
all essence, the universe seems to be expanding. In my new book I illustrate that the
pressure of expansion will also equal the open releasing of pressure at the stellar
scale relative to the material mediums called planets, stars and galaxies. Confided
pressure gaged by the mobility of the universe as a whole even though the realm is
orbiting at light speed - as the universe expands so does the open treat of
consciousness at the inter-planetary scale. That includes conscious and subconscious
thought in the intelligent scale in human resistance and thought. In other words, as the
universe continually expands so does the open mindedness of human intelligence.”
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I managed to find Rondey Kawecki’s words on his E=mq2 equation under physorg forum
here:

http://lofi.forum.physorg.com/How-would-the-world-be-different..._1336.html
On 21st January 2006, Rodney Kawecki, Ph.D., physicist and author of numerous books
on FTL and Gravity wrote, quote:

“If Einstein did not exist - then there would be no E=mc2... before Einstein the equation
was p=mv originated in 1904. Before that Poincarré represented pas mass and j as
density with j=p/c2 in 1889. It was all these entities as a whole that forefilled the idea
for E=mc2. But today a new equation E=mq2 ... representing c2 which never is
appropriated in Einstein's configurations nor are applied. Surprisingly Einstein's general
relativity does not apply with energy-mass conservation, so is actually useless. It does
not apply to the force of gravity or the force of acceleration. Though applied with v2 ... in
part of special relativity.”

”E=mq2 represents to the conservation of energy as a part of particle mass interaction
conservating that energy. Under direct conditions that fail in special relativity. Where in
general relativity apply with the indifference in conditions rejected by Einstein in 1906.
Described as an extension field equation. GRT's insensitive field equation with his light
constant is conserved by the results of quantum tunneling caused by the overture of the
EME Field and density imbalancing developed at light speed with the infinite field
engagement. But is preserved by tunneling at a higher energy induction set from inside
the particle exchange units.”

The Forum thread is about a 2005 article on “How would the world be different if
Einstein had never lived”. The Globe asked four top scientists about their views of
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Einstein's importance. Scientifically, as physicists, we of course do think that physics
would end up in the same place . . .

Because Kawecki in 2006, Zeeper in 2008 and me in 2007 all came up with the same
E=mQ² equation and even Einstein and Gödel both discussed that the universe being
Timeless, which is described in the works of Amrit, all three of us are proclaimed as
fathers of the E=mc² equation, though one needs to take into the consideration that a
new study (published on 25th January 2013) reveals the contribution of a little known
Austrian physicist, Friedrich Hasenöhrl, to uncovering a precursor to Einstein famous
equation.

Given the lack of recognition for Hasenöhrl's contribution, the authors examined the
Austrian physicist's original work on blackbody radiation in a cavity with perfectly
reflective walls. This study seeks to identify the blackbody's mass changes when the
cavity is moving relative to the observer.

They then explored the reason why the Austrian physicist arrived at an energy/mass
correlation with the wrong factor, namely at the equation: E=(3/8)mc2. Hasenöhrl's error,
they believe, stems from failing to account for the mass lost by the blackbody while
radiating.

Original article: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/01/130125103931.htm

Prof. Dean Keith Simonton whose article on the extinct scientific genius sparked my
need to write this paper commented my answer why he did not include the Tesla data
on ether and another brain behind E=mc², commented my query as follows, quote:
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“I'm in fact very familiar with the Hasenöhrl case. Johannes Stark, as a major figure of
the Deutsche Physik movement under the Nazi regime, used Hasenöhrl in his attacks
on Einstein and "Jewish physics." In Stark's book on the lives of famous physicists, he
infamously substituted Hasenöhrl for Einstein.”

“Please remember that I wrote a heavily edited one-page comment that contained fewer
than 1000 words. It is impossible to cover all of the nuances of the debate in that
amount of space. Impossible.”

To remind the hopefully still conscious reader of the main scientific question behind this
scientific paper, another quote from Simonton's email addressed to my genius is
necessary. I got this answer from Simonton on 31st January 2013.

Thanks, Andraz

”Your proof is missing a key step. According to my definition of scientific genius, the
creator either creates an entirely new discipline or revolutionizes an established
discipline. The discipline means a domain defined by introductory textbooks and a
corresponding field consisting of scientists working in the same discipline. You haven't
yet reached that point.”

Regretfully, Dean

Now the time is here to present to the reader, the scientific community and to Simonton
that later has spent 30 years of his career to be able to admit and prove to everybody
that he is wrong as his research sample when looking for a scientific genius did not
include amateurs such as Zeeper, me and many more who struggle to present their
radical ideas to the mainstream scientists. Latter are rigid and stick to old theories and
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comic, I repeat comic constants like drunks to the bar. One of the best examples for this
fact is Lenny Susskind with all his long and boring lecturers about Relativity on
YouTube. Susskind thinks he is the second Einstein, yet all he does is repeating blunder
of the latter. Same goes for the Hollywood star of Physics Dr. Michio Kaku who loves to
mention Bruno Giordano being burned at stake by totally misinterpreting why this was
the case.

First we will present the mathematically proven Energy and Gravity model that unified
Gravity with Electromagnetism and overruled Newtonian, but also Einstein’s existing and
prevailing models of gravity. To satisfy Simonton and the rest of the future sapiedelic
scientific community finessing knowledge instead of creating new disciplines that would
rewrite history and make old text books obsolete, I would like to quote one of my
personal letters to Al Zeeper before October 2012 that proves our spiritual father and
son connection and our joint way to change the human perception of reality by a strong
recalibration of the right and left brain hemispheres in order to activate humanities last 4
consciousness circuits destined to allow humans to live together

with the

extraterrestrials, personal quote:

“A plan B is needed if this does not happen and we will need to do it the old scientific
funeral by funeral way. We will find journals to publish our work and we need to be ready
for rejection. You must be aware of the fact that the scientists are mainly paid and
corrupt for saying things and are repeating after others same as the whole educational
system that was designed by idiots. I only know from my experience that if you want to
pass any exam at every University you just need to repeat what your professor said and
what is written in his book or the recommended reading. The whole system is designed
for monkeys and we are all monkeys or apes, though now proven that we have existed
in this form as humans for millions of years and on this planet. During the US gold rush,
10th of millions of years old human skeletons were found deep under the earth and in the
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mine shafts. The whole science denied this because it is all based on Darwinism and in
our case on Newtonian and Einstein's physics. Darwin’s theory is leading us into a mass
extinction as well as Newton’s and Einstein’s.”

“Now you came up with something that will turn the science upside down. It will be a
hard struggle Zee, but I will help you in this fight as my Q is nothing else than a form of
free Energy coupled with your q Electrical-Mass”

“Zee, we will rewrite the history and all school books. Forever yours Andy.”
.
See chapter 3 and how physics became a geometry, a system of thoughts that will give
birth to a new scientific discipline based on a multidisciplinary approach to any problem
similar as the study of theology that has many different courses reaching from natural
sciences to economics and psychology in its curriculum, leading the politics of the
church successfully for more than 2000 years and into the 3rd millennium with a new
Pope from Argentina. We will prove that the science today is to fractured and narrow
oriented as a physicist who would sell his mother for obtaining TOE or Theory of
Everything would hardly tolerate a pure mathematician knowing only true or false and
both would never become biologists as latter are considered one cell amebas and see
chemists as lab destroying Kamikaze or “Devine wind” with their gas/liquid/solid state
matter self destructing experiments. Such an attitude toward scientific disciplines will
keep us grounded also in this 3rd millennium.

Some criticism is needed to encourage the reader to read this paper and understand its
purpose. This is also how I presented myself on TOE Quest forum by telling the truth
that later earned me a permanent lifetime ban:
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“I am the father of the mother of all physics equations E=mQ² and now after 30 years of
research, observation, simulation and scientific cooperation I proudly announce that the
Quest for TOE is over. Not only that all the Fundamental Forces, Gravity,
Electromagnetism, Strong and Weak Nuclear Force were combined by Al Zeeper, Zee,
but also Dr. Nikola Tesla's Dynamic Theory of Gravity and Quantum Mechanics were
combined into Quantum Gravity. Newton’s Gravity as a pulling Force of large bodies and
Einstein's curvature of space are declared the greatest blunder in human history. Al
Zeeper, Zee defined the Gravity as a pushing force of the electrical-mass q (ether) and
density difference between the celestial bodies and the constant density of the space.
To overrule the TOE neither mathematics, nor physics is necessary as physicists could
never give an answer to TOE. A more multidisciplinary approach was necessary
because today's science is too fractured. Einstein who claimed that unification of Gravity
with Electromagnetism would give an answer to everything was wrong again. Nobody in
the 3rd dimension which is NOWHERE can give such an answer. Except for those few
like me, who had a glimpse into the 4th dimension can provide a narrow answer to
where we all come from and are all heading to …

“Thanks so much Mel for your words of truth and wisdom,

if Robert renames the forum into what you suggest written above with bold letters, he
will be on his last crusade. This would attract monkey physicists who stick to comic
constants and everlasting theories like drunks to the bar. Furthermore biologists would
avoid this forum and some mathematicians might show around who would sell their own
mother for logic and welfare. Robert for sure got it that TOE Quest is a funny quest for
truth the way you describe it and that has been disclosed from us by some crazy
individuals who think they control everything. Well let me refer to late Terence McKenna,
he said, inform yourself, transcend and build your own opinion as nobody is in control.
Nobody knows what is going on. If we want to talk in equations, fine, but can we write
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down everything with math and explain it with dogmatic physics. Dogma is a religious
belief without any scientific proof. All the scientists and researchers, at least those who
stick to those comic constants and everlasting theories such as Darwinian, kill the
competition to survive or Einstein's E=mc² are leading us into our extinction, called the
last and 6th mass extinction. Perhaps it would truly be better for us all that our womb &
cradle earth would be hit by a Global Killer, an asteroid and the ascension would be fast
and not so painful, because we would all be vaporized in an instant. Mel thanks for this
post, we need individuals who learn science and interpret it in their own more simple
and trivial way. Those who write sausage long equations on blackboards should write
them, but not slam on their heads if at the end of the equation they come up with a result
showing an infinite sequence of infinites and they are unable to explain it calling Einstein
a crackpot. Each kid knows what this means. Our true home is infinite eternity.”

A quote from my best TOE friend and ally, Melanie:

“I love your voice Andy. What you say is so true, you are an asset to the forum. The
powers that be do not want us to know the truth, because if we empowered ourselves
with the real truth, it would pose a threat to their authoritative power they think they have
over us … people are conditioned by their own self imposed weak-link conditioning to
crave the security and comfort of being looked after by powerful leaders, but they are
beginning to wake-up to the fact that all is not what it seems with the way they are being
looked after, it appears we are being knocked off. Many distractions are cleverly put in
place to dumb us down and we the citizens are constantly being lied to. The tripe we are
taught in school or college has nothing to do with what's really important about life. We
are taught no life skills whatsoever, we are just expected to go out into the world and
fend for ourselves, we are treated like robots, we are manufactured for our brain usage
and if it works efficiently then you are in with the money, but its not all going to you, most
of it is going to make the ruling corporations very rich indeed. Then there's all the brain
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washing tripe on TV, radio, newspapers, magazines, and on billboards etc., aimed at
distracting us away from the lies and deceit. The truth is slowly starting to filter through
though thanks to the Internet and YouTube. People like you and I Andy already know
the truth, so we cannot be taken out. We're just trying to help people see the light, if they
refuse to look at it, then its their loss not ours. It's no skin off our nose.”

“Thanks Mel your words are more clean than the truth itself,

I needed to intervene here, as I am seeing an interesting development with Robert. I
was doubting he might also be poisoned with this virus of the auto-pilot and headless
running around. I have tested his ability to take some time for a distinguished guest like
me who posts 100x times a day, not quantity, but quality of my posts surpass his
comprehension of what I intend to communicate. Robert perhaps is Darth Sidious who
wants us dumb, perhaps he is materially poor like a church mouse and rich in
knowledge as Aristoteles or Socrates themselves. We will never figure it out, however
he seems to be a good leader sending us cannon food into the fight for his personal
quest of writing a paper that will one day grant him an island full of women and Texas
spare ribs. He wants to turn this Forum into a world of machines, robots, the way you tell
this, because we do not know who might be the uncles from behind. Perhaps he is an
agent, or works for the Feds. I am sure that some financial gain is behind the entire story
of TOE Quest. So this forum needs sheeple who were educated by parrot professors to
educate numerous other parrots for the sheeple to repeat what parrots told them. This is
today’s stand of science and Robert is defining and defending this stand. To be more
scientific, science is not power anymore, it is a tool. Science being practiced now is not
capable of solving problems, it is the problem of solving equations of various level of
complexity. IN A FORESEEABLE TIME AND AT LIMITED COST! Look at Steven Tuck,
obsessed with finding TOE, the best customer for Robert, yet he is now posting that
TOE is unobtanium. This is why we use simplified macro-modeling for different levels of
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problem complexity. Of course it is very important to know the behaviour of nature at the
elementary level, but for many ordinary applications that knowledge is not absolutely
necessary, in fact it is mostly useless. Here I quoted my fellow citizen, friend and
researcher Erik Margan from www.ijs.si and CERN LHC particle physicist.

Mel are we destined to follow our leader? No I was in combat with the age of 12 and
trained to take out those who were sending cannon food into the first lines, with stars on
their ranks. What we achieved was that when those leaders and commanding generals
were taken out, our enemy became our ally. My bloodline is like the one from Lt. Dan,
Forrest Gump. At our old grandfather's farm our home is called "at soldier's" as all my
grandparents male and even female fought in some war form Napoleon to WW I and
WW II, with me in the civil war and later mental WW III.

No wonder I took that E=mc² our prodigy genius Steven Tuck adores so much,
proclaimed by Nikola Tesla as mathematical poppycock and useless by me and many
others also AntonioLao being our collective equation for the 6th mass extinction. I saw
the cataclysm of WW III and I inaugurated an era of peace and prosperity with our new
E=mQ² that has an unveiled yet hidden mechanism to be found among my 1500 posts in
the last 2 months.

"I do not want to be a great man. I am just a man and let history make its own
judgements." Quote: Zefram Cochrane from Bozeman Montana USA, yet to be born.”
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Picture 4: What our society is being transformed into

Melanie thanked me by saying I am a true asset to this forum.

“Thanks Mel for your appreciation of the capital "knowledge" I share with Robert and
everybody here. You know Rob asked me why I am here in the first place, because I
overruled TOE. I told him that I was on a hunt for something good and got it from Hamid
and his uncertainty elimination with declaring Planck Length for a true physical constant.
Well I was able to overrule TOE completely after I joined TOE Quest and Rob + Hamid
and the rest of 3000+ auto-pilot driven avatars contributed to all this. I got my final
conformation that c the velocity of light is not a constant, not even on earth. There is a
20 -/+ or more meter deviation here on our own space ship of fools, NCC - E A R T H.
The speed of light is being determined for us sheeple at some physics conference so
that we wake up at 0700 HRS and come home at 1900 HRS working like nuts for some
psychedelic manager who is stealing all the company money owned by the state. The
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velocity of light determines time and distance. Well what is left is time and time does not
exist as it is only a numerical order of material change with mathematical dummy
variable character. To get to the point, and as you mentioned me being an asset for
TOE Quest, perhaps rather a smart ass(ET), but yes and I think that neither Robert nor
Mike yet conceived what value I have brought to this sleepy tribe in some Amazon
jungle. I am sure legends will encricle the world when I am gone. But note, I am not here
to leave traces, I joined to spend some time with those active avatars, being alone at
home most of the time with my equations to save this sick world and not being invited to
any job interview, as I possess such an overmind that after my probation period, I am
prepared to do as a volunteer the entire management board is gone, as I (we) the more
languages you know, the more of a person you are (I am fluent in 9 of them) would take
over.

Best,

Andy, see a picture of me in a few millennia from now. "semper exploro" for the sake of
all kind. A scientist of my caliber never goes into pension.” (See the picture on the next
page.)

For more threads and more truth please visit www.toequest.com and feel free to
become a member. You can browse the threads, posts and blog entries also as a guest.
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Picture 5: This picture is related to my TOE Quest post quoted on a previous page.

Now and after the criticism imposed on the today’s society, politics, economy, religion
and scientific community, but also idiotic educational system, we can turn our attention
to our the first of the new scientific geniuses after Einstein and Tesla. Next and this 3
chapter is entirely referred to the works of Al Zeeper that can be found under his
webpage Wow Go Here . com or http://www.einsteingravity.com/ feel free to visit his
homepage.
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3) Al Zeeper's Overruling of the Newtonian Mass Attraction and pulling Gravity
Model with a Solution to the Einstein's Dream and Problem of Gravity and
Electromagnetism Unification.

Before we turn to the Al Zeeper’s model of Gravity and Electromagnetism unification, we
need to obey the principles of new theory presentation submitted to us by Fred Alan
Wolf, Ph.D., aka Dr. Quantum on page pp. 3 of this paper. We will first present the
historic and generally accepted models of gravity and impose criticism on them. Than
we will show a solution to the problem of gravity being a pushing force of the ocean of
electrical-mass

and

pressure/density difference

phenomenon

of

the universal

compression. We will than prove that gravity is neither a pulling force of large masses
attracting themselves, nor a curvature of space. I added another point with
Amrit/Fiscaletti/Margan model of constant space motion effect to give more answers to
some macro-cosmically observed phenomena such as why a smaller object is taken into
orbit of a planet if gravity is not an attractive but pushing force?

3.1) Existing Gravity Models

If we look into the past Bruno Giordano was the one who gave a narrow description to
the notion that would later become gravity. He asserted around AD 1600 that the
universe is infinite and that the stars are other suns like ours having planets orbiting and
that the entire universe is an ocean of ether with celestial bodies being submerged and
swimming in this ocean. For his work and ideas he was burned at stake as a heretic by
the Catholic Church, though today almost every week if not each day his ideas are being
confirmed as we find more and more habitable planets orbiting our nearest stars. See
picture on the next page. I have made this work into his memoriam.
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“The universe is then one,
infinite, immobile.... It is not
capable of comprehension
and therefore is endless and
limitless, and to that extent
infinite and indeterminable,
and consequently immobile.”

Giordano Bruno
(1548 – February 17, 1600),

Bruno also asserted that the
stars in the sky were really
other suns like our own,
around which orbited other
planets. He indicated that
support for such beliefs in no
way contradicted scripture or
true religion.

“This entire work is dedicated to Giordano Bruno as a
reminder to those, who let his soul suffer for telling
the truth about our and their existence”
He spoke about the universe and the celestial bodies taking a bath
in an infinite ether before the end of the 16th century.
Under this model, the Sun was simply one more star, and the stars
all suns, each with its own planets. Bruno saw a a solar system of
a sun/star with planets as the fundamental unit of the universe.
According to Bruno, infinite God necessarily created an infinite
universe, formed of an infinite number of solar systems, separated
by vast regions full of ether, because empty space could not exist.
He was burned at a stake by civil authorities in 1600 after the
Roman inquisition found him guilty of heresy for his pantheism.
Picture 6: Bruno Giordano and his ideas about the universe
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After Bruno Giordano later in 1690 Fatio a Swiss mathematician who was a close friend
of Newton came up with his kinetic gravity model that was later adopted by Le Sage.

Already in 1690 Fatio assumed, that the “push force" exerted by the particles on a plain
surface is the sixth part of the force, which would be produced if all particles are lined up
normal to the surface. Fatio now gave a proof of this proposal by determination of the
force, which is exerted by the particles on a certain point zz. He derived the formula
p=ρv2zz/6. This solution is very similar to the formula known in the kinetic theory of
gases p=ρv2/3, which was found by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738. This was the first time that
a solution analogous to the similar result in kinetic theory was pointed out - long before
the basic concept of the latter theory was developed. However, Bernoulli's value is twice
as large as Fatio's one, because according to Zehe, Fatio only calculated the value mv
for the change of impulse after the collision, but not 2mv and therefore got the wrong
result. (His result is only correct in the case of totally inelastic collisions.) Fatio tried to
use his solution not only for explaining gravitation, but for explaining the behaviour of
gases as well. He tried to construct a thermometer, which should indicate the "state of
motion" of the air molecules and therefore estimate the temperature. (Source:
Wikipedia)

Around the same time Newton’s law of universal Gravitation was published in Newton’s
work “the Principia” on July 5th 1687. Newton's law of universal gravitation states that
every point mass in the universe attracts every other point mass with a force that is
directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them. (Separately it was shown that large spherically
symmetrical masses attract and are attracted as if all their mass were concentrated at
their centers.) This is a general physical law derived from empirical observations by
what Newton called induction.
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It is a part of classical mechanics. Every point mass attracts every single other point
mass by a force pointing along the line intersecting both points. The force is
proportional to the product of the two masses and inversely proportional to the square of
the distance between them:

Everybody knows the story of the fallen apple that is why we now turn our attention to
Einstein’s General Relativity that overruled Newton’s gravity model by a proposed
curvature of spacetime. (Source: Wikipedia)

In 1915 Einstein's came with a new solution to the gravity definition problem. These
objections were explained by Einstein's theory of general relativity, in which
gravitation is an attribute of curved spacetime instead of being due to a force
propagated between bodies. In Einstein's theory, energy and momentum distort
spacetime in their vicinity, and other particles move in trajectories determined by the
geometry of spacetime. This allowed a description of the motions of light and mass that
was consistent with all available observations. In general relativity, the gravitational force
is a fictitious force due to the curvature of spacetime, because the gravitational
acceleration of a body in free fall is due to its world line being a geodesic of spacetime.
(Source: Wikipedia)

Today’s mainstream science accepted both gravity models Newton’s pulling or attractive
and Einstein’s spacetime curvature model. Many NASA and other space agency
calculations are based on G or Newtonian Gravitational Constant and Einstein’s
equations, yet Newton’s Idea is theory for more than 300 and Einstein’s work for almost
100 years. Both theories still lack a final proof that was almost given by Nikola Tesla’s
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Dynamic Theory of Gravity with ether exerting force upon bodies pushing them down to
the earth. As already mentioned in the previous sections, Tesla took the work on his
Dynamic Theory to his grave, yet Al Zeeper my fellow co-editor from Canada managed
to prove what Tesla claimed via simple mathematics that speaks for itself and is
overwhelmingly easy to understand. It even puts quantum mechanics into question,
because according to Al Zeeper the gravity we observe every day is only a few
thousands of times weaker than on the quantum level. I have been following Zeeper and
his work of art since August 2011 and though being apart with a 6 hour time difference
between Europe and Canada, our project is running 24/7, because when I go to bed, he
wakes up to continue with our research. I have calculated all Al Zeeper relations with
Planck units on the quantum mechanical level and up to now he almost never made a
mistake in any calculation as he prefers to use dimensions in his calculus. I prefer to
conjure with Planck units as the have a given value with a result. Before we turn to the
Zeeper’s model of Energy, Gravity and Electromagnetism, I will impose a short criticism
on the existing two mainstream Gravity models by Newton and Einstein and prove to
you and the scientific community that the way Einstein overruled the Newtonian pulling
gravity model, Amrit overruled the existence of spacetime and Zeeper proved what
Tesla asserted that it is not the curvature of the space that bends light or EM waves
around the planets, sun or moon, but he pressure or the ether or electrical-mass ocean
we all swim in. Furthermore Al Zeeper proved that the planets are put into the orbit
around their reference stars according to their individual densities relative to the
constant density of the space. I do not use the term spacetime anymore as time is
neither part of space nor the 4th dimension, but only a numerical order of material
change with a mathematical character. Thus I now use the notion space-consciousness
continuum, hence we have already asserted that our reality is not solid and of a
holographic nature with one fundamental energy called Consciousness that manifests in
other energies such as Quantum Potential, Nuclear, Solar, Fossil etc. This one and only
energy or cosmic Consciousness is a vibrant field that is made of electrical-mass and
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Quanta of Space QS, giving us a proof that we are all made of the same dough. Quote:
Amrit Nirvikar

3.2) Criticism of the generally accepted Gravity Models

During my “Semper Exploro” mission on the TOE Quest forum where I was able to get a
good test polygon for the implementation of my 14 year lasting simulation I was able to
read many amateur and pseudo-science works on the unification of GRT with Quantum
Mechanics and possible Theories of Everything. One work from Edward Johnson caught
my attention as he published a paper on overruling of the General Relativity by declaring
curvature of the spacetime for a blunder in favour of Sir. Isaac Newton’s model of gravity
that in Ed’s opinion is the one and only correct description for the gravity being a pulling
or attractive force of one or more objects with large masses. Similar to Amrit, Johnson
argues about time being part of a spatial dimension. Here I would like to quote Edward
Johnson personally: “This solves the mystery why clocks tick faster according to the
distance from a gravitational field (Earth) our only experience. - except the moon.
However should they wish to test this theory they will find that clocks tick fast - but at a
slower rate as they move away from the moon surface. It has a lower gravity with less
information. But if you use the same clock then only 1 thing has changed.

It is very simple we live in 4 spatial dimensions not the damn 3+1 Einstein/Minkowski
vision of spacetime.

The primary spatial is No. 1 which is a constantly emerging space. Which means an
unbelievable amount of temporal time before the hated word big bang. It is emerging
now as it was before silly matter was created some 13.7 billion years ago = a
meaningless short time ago. This is what it does. And so long as it is emerging
(populating itself with constant time) at the value of C all atoms will persist as atoms. If
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the value of C changes all atoms disappear = all of them, just in the same length of time
in which they were produced. In less than 1 second in the entire universe as we see it.

Matter is temporary – that is why we can detect its beginnings! Why on God’s earth
scientists cannot fathom this is totally beyond me!

Your theory of consciousness works, because all information is persistent. Not in
Euclidian 3D but retained in the primary 1 dimension. That is why you feel you can
communicate with other people. Just like the orchid and the insect. The orchid flower did
not appear as a flower until 130 million years after the insect. We continue to think in
the same old school - it is really boring. In the same way in 1988 I and my partner said
why do we have to have CRT’s cathode ray tube televisions!! Why are they not flat!
That was 10 years before they became available in the local shop!

One can observe an interesting development as Einstein’s model is being criticized for
the spacetime blunder. Amrit published an article that proved Einstein was wrong here:

http://phys.org/news/2012-04-physicists-abolish-fourth-dimension-space.html

“Time is a numerical order of a duration of a given physical phenomena which run in a
3D quantum vacuum. At the Planck scale there is no time, physical phenomena are
immediate. By the immediate phenomena as EPR and gravity information and energy
transfer are carried directly by the fundamental grains of a 3D quantum vacuum. Motion
of light in a 3D quantum vacuum has its time, at the photon scale there is no "relativity"
yet; velocity of light is invariant. "Relativity" starts at the scale of the pi meson.” Quote:
Amrit
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In conclusion of this part we can observe that Newtonian pulling gravity force annihilated
itself with the Einstein’s curvature of spacetime blunder defined in Special and General
Relativity. As both gravity models are total dogma, a religious belief without any
scientific proof confirmed only by the deceptions of a falling apple and total solar eclipse
with light bending due to the curvature of space and not ether push with latter being
proven by Tesla and Zeeper, we suggest a new classical and quantum mechanical
gravity model combined with a simulation of human mind perception apparatus and
thought/consciousness Prospect Theory based Nobel Prize winning algorithms from
psychophysics backed up by pure mathematics behind the E=mQ² equation developed
by Pibernik/Zeeper. All the credits for the extrapolation and finding of the gravity as an
acceleration inside E=mc² go to my unfinished work from May 1st 2003 and Al Zeepers
monumental discovery E=m(AZ)² from 2008. Our new gravity model, gave us answer to
almost everything that is why I was able to overrule the existence of the Theory of
Everything, because when my fellow co-editor of this paper joined Gravity with
Electromagnetism, my E=mQ² thought velocity equation caused me to experience
paranormal phenomena. A whole bunch of new questions arose with many new
mathematical solutions from changing electric cubes into spheres through vortices to a
new meaning of Pi arose with the use of Tau emerging out of the ashes of the mental
WW III I had to fight for all this in 2003. We would like to remind our hopefully still
conscious reader that Al Zeeper's Gravity model is proven mathematically via simple
math that is why we do not use the word theory in any of our work of sapiedelic arts.
Once a physics theory has been proven mathematically it is not a theory anymore. In
physics relativism brought countless comic, I repeat comic constants and theories that
are destined to be theories for ever, whereas in mathematics there is only true or false.
As late Terence McKenna denounced relativism, he publicly said that thanks to relativity
shit is the same as Shinola and religion equals science. So what Einstein gave us is that
there is no false in physics and everything is relative. Well it is time to reduce the
number of theories to a consistent model. What I could propose is a universal set of
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Védas that would be united under one multidisciplinary approach to answering the
majority of opened questions about our existence and where we are all heading to (see
page 88). We will provide you with more information about that in our last 5th chapter
where we will try to extrapolate a new scientific discipline that will give an end to old rigid
parrot professors, brain dead Nobel Prize Laureates in physics and countless university
research departments with institutes each reinventing the same wheel for themselves.
See late Terence McKenna’s speech on relativism here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OX77Qv66qw

he sees relativism as the great evil in the absence of mathematical understanding.
According to him all ideas are operating on the equal footing. It is a time for us to look
into the mirror and start reflecting upon that change.

3.3.) Al Zeeper’s Solution to the Unification of Gravity and Electromagnetism
Zeeper's Energy and Gravity unification with Electromagnetism model is based on a
very simple discovery made by Al in 2008 and my failed attempt in 2003.

The Acceleration of earth's Gravity x earth orbit Time (exact lunar year) = the Velocity
of Light.
(9.80175174 m/s2 x 30,585,600 s = 299,792,458 m/s)

I would like to start my co-editor’s and TU “Terra Unida” 1st scientific officer’s chapter on
the origins of true Energy, Gravity and Electromagnetism with a few famous and all kind
friendly quotes from him:
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1) “q or electrical-mass has no velocity ceiling.” and E=qA²Z²
2) "Keep getting the word out to the Physics community who's eyes have been blinded
by complexity rather than enlightened by simplicity.”
3) “Until people realize that eternity is our true home they will never not have a reason to
fight as their lives contain no purpose.”
4) “Be sure to understand that any volumetric expansion of the Pressure of electricalmass that surrounds the earth is what then compresses back and pushes free electrons
along any given conductor. This elasticity of space is the very source of "all" generated
electricity around the world at this very moment. The Pressure (Density x Temperature2)
of that ocean of electrical-mass that surrounds the earth is also the very origin of Gravity
(your compared Density).”
In this chapter I will present all up to date findings by my fellow co-editor Al Zeeper, Zee
that can also be found on http://www.einsteingravity.com/ where Zeeper is taking care of
all the data presented maintaining the page almost every day. His webpage contains
many links that can connect you to other related sites, so feel free to explore the
Omniverse of one of the greatest geniuses and inventors of all times. Zeeper’s works
upgrade and surpass the works of Nikola Tesla, Einstein, Planck and many more.

All Zeeper findings are truly based on simple mathematics and implemented into the
ultimate physics of the next millennia. The author personally engaged into making Al
Zeeper a man of value because we both wrote the same equation E=mQ², me in 2007
and Zeeper in 2008 and we both explore gravity on micro-, sub-atomic, sub-quantum
and macro-level. Zeeper did it and has mathematically proven what Prof. Albert Einstein
was looking for the rest of his life (20 years) as he combined gravity with electromagnetism by providing all kind with the one and only true electrical-mass/electricenergy equivalence equation.
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By the mid August 2012 Alan Zeeper finally defined the missing part in the puzzle of his
gravity definition which is not only the pressure of the q Electrical-Mass that is pushing
us down to the Earth, flooding the universe and taking care or the movement of the
celestial bodies, but also a difference in the density of the celestial bodies relative to the
constant density of the space-consciousness continuum.

Do you see how this NASA Fermi Project video;

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xb320c_new-discovery-about-the-fabric-of-s_tech

is answered by " this " Alan Zeeper video?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJvYe0hGlzE&feature=youtu.be

“Gravity is no mystery anymore as the planets are held in their orbits around the
reference stars relative to their and the constant density of the space which is an
ocean of q Electrical-Mass.” Quote: Al Zeeper, Zee, a 100% proof Canadian
discovery to pave the way for the future generations that will be taught the truth
about our evolution and our quest to reach for the stars … “per aspera ad astra”

Al Zeeper who happens to be my spiritual father and my first and best physics professor
is often being criticized by the mainstream science and amateur physicists who all throw
profanity at his work for publishing his scientific research on some Canadian Cable TV
amateur webpages and for using YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and Co. in order to
promote the greatest scientific discovery of the next millennia. Usually behind a
successful father there is also a successful son who makes sure that a family joint
venture sticks to the funeral by funeral publishing of scientific articles and papers like
this one with more than 100 pages nobody wants to read. Well we just happen to
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promote our research in accordance with the rules of the scientific publishing that will
soon need to be changed as masses of sheeple will get a glimpse into the area of
physics being kept away from them or disclosed due to the blunder called the
Copenhagen interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. I promised to Zeeper that I will
personal engage into writing scientific articles containing so much truth that a conscious
reader could fall into unconsciousness and will promote our work accepting our ideas
that are many times considered to be worth a Nobel admiration.

Our Nobel Prize interests are depicted and given on TOE Quest forum like this:

The prize is already taken.

Thanks Mel,

in my E=mQ² it is rather the opposite, as Nobel’s work contributed to mass destruction
and killing of people, though his Dynamite project was meant to make building of tunnels
and hard terrain mountain roads, but also mining easier, the army took advantage and
blew peoples homes instead of road material. Today Dynamite is back in use mainly I
repeat only mainly for what it was made for.

My E=mQ² can not be used for any destructive purpose but only self betterment and
betterment of human and all kind. That is why on 4D I will be the one to give Alfred
Nobel a kick in the ass and he will thank me for my E=mQ² legacy.

Best, and below please see the picture of Alfred Nobel once I meet him one level of
existence above this. I had mercy on Ede Teller the father of Hydrogen bomb, as he
only needed to take a leak in the park caring my name. But Alfred will have it harder for
a fraction of a second as it will not hurt and he will be back in an instant and in one
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piece.

Andy (see picture associated with this post)

Picture 7: Alfred Nobel paying for his sins of developing Dynamite used by the army for
destruction

The truth behind our work is neither greed, nor any want to go to a remote island full of
naked women with superabundance, but a simple wish for the sheeple to wake up from
their trans/dreams and to realize that they are not being pulled to the earth, but pushed
to the ground by the pressure of the electrical-mass an ocean that is taking care of the
movement of the celestial bodies with its constant density.
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To prove the simplicity of the Zeeper math, Al calculated earth’s magnetic field in Teslas
just after he discovered the above density phenomenon for the planets to orbit around
their reference stars. (from one of my 2012 project reports)

Soon after this amazing discovery and a major breakthrough in astrophysics Zeeper
also calculated Earth’s magnetic field in Teslas via his in the author’s opinion the most
simple equation for calculating the magnetic field of a celestial body.

If you look at the electrical chart you'll see that the Tesla is = 1 / AZ

In SI units that's; Seconds / Meter (they still don't realize that the Volt is Distance)

I was always seeing the A and Z in these equations as the Acceleration of Gravity and
Orbit Time.

And so when I tried to calculate the Teslas of earth's magnetic field, the 1 / 299, 792,
458 came out to be ten thousand units out.

Then . . . Low and behold I saw 1/AZ as just being one over velocity.

So when I took the earth's Velocity in its orbit (30,000 meters per second) and did the ol'
1/30,000 it comes out to be exactly what earth's magnetic field is recorded as;

0.000033 Teslas.

WoW, another huge mathematical bonus!

Compare the results to Wikipedia here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_(unit)
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I took care of these amazing discoveries to be made public and informed the entire
scientific community from my emailing address list.

Using his amazing discovery Al Zeeper was able to find a .5 % error in the velocity of the
Earth and made a new calculation using the famous 10.000 factor. He found out that the
Earth is exactly 10.000 Earth diameters away from the Sun and made a following
picture. See the picture below:

Picture 8: The famous factor 10.000 a joint discovery by Zeeper & Pibernik (from my
failed attempt)

Another scientific dispute arose between me, Al Zeeper and Erik Margan. This time the
subject discussed were the orbits of the planets around the sun. Copernicus had a
heliocentric picture of the solar system with orbits being circles, whereas Tycho Brache
a geocentric with good calculations due to his expensive and precise observations.
Kepler later solved some of his problems with postulating that the planet orbits around
the sun are elliptical. Erik Margan said that the orbits around the Sun can not be circles
because Kepler defined ellipses and Al Zeeper said that they are circles, because there
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is no such thing as an elliptical bubble. The author concluded that physical observation
must lead into deception as if the universe operates in a mathematical order than Al
Zeeper is correct and the orbits are circles because the celestial bodies swim in the
ocean of Electrical-Mass being self bubbles made of this Electrical-Mass. One can see
that Al Zeeper’s discovery puts the whole science upside down and everything we
taught in the school was wrong. School books will need to be rewritten once the
scientific community accepts my and Al Zeeper’s model of gravity and the new energy
equation being E=mA²Z² for the earth in orbit.

These findings and the correct definition of gravity by Al Zeeper, first as a pressure of q
Electrical-Mass on the celestial bodies or humans pushing us down to the Earth and
second as a density difference between the density of a human or celestial body relative
to the constant density of the space, led the author to rethink the notion consciousness
and to confirm the Hameroff/Penrose brain/neuron/microtubule gravity push model:

P

Picture 9: Gravity pressure

Picture 10: Constant density of the space
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Al Zeeper's research in the field of gravity on the macrocosmic scale has a great impact
on my work on the micro-cosmic scale.

Hence the following list of extraordinary mathematics unfolds;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
v)

Orbit velocity2 / Pi = Speed of Light.
Planet Density2 x 4 Pi = Speed of Light.
Planet Denisty2 x 2 Tau = Speed of Light.
9,768.669468531722 x Pi = Speed of Light.
Gravity Acceleration x Orbit Time = Speed of Light.
Orbit Acceleration x Orbit Diameter = Speed of Light.
Orbit Velocity x 2 x planet Density = Speed of Light.
Orbit Velocity x 9,768.66946853172 = Speed of Light.
√Gravity x √orbit Velocity x √orbit Diameter = Speed of Light.
Surface Area of orbit sphere x planet Density / orbit Radius = Speed of Light.
Orbit Diameter / 9,768.66946853172 = Orbit Time.
Orbit Distance / planet Density / Tau = Orbit Time.
Orbit Distance / 9,768.66946853172 / Pi = Orbit Time.
Centripetal Acceleration x orbit Radius / Pi = Orbit Time.
Gravitational Acceleration x Pi / orbit Acceleration2 = Orbit Time.
Planet Density x Tau = Orbit Velocity.
9,768.66946853172 x Pi = Orbit Velocity.
Gravity Acceleration x Orbit Time / 2 x planet Density = Orbit Velocity.
Gravity Acceleration / 2 earth Density = Orbit Acceleration.
Gravity Acceleration / 9,768.66946853172 = Orbit Acceleration.
Planet Density x Magnetic Field of planet = 1 / Tau.
Planet Velocity / planet Density = 6.28318530 = 2Pi = Tau.

( 9,768.66946853172
= 4.884 g/cm3 )

=

2 x earth Density

=

4,884.33473426586 kg/m3

See how the above mathematics also holds true for the planet MARS.
* * With the above equations that contain Pi, you may have asked yourself why the
factor of earth Density is times " two " ? Well you can thank the sad political aspect of
man for that sorry blunder because it's been more than 3 long years since top officials in
mathematics realized that " Pi " was in error ( see this link - True Pi ). But as we try to
get things in history corrected we only seem to find ourselves barking up empty trees of
bureaucracy. Perhaps tomorrow the replacement of Pi with Tau will finally be corrected
or who knows, maybe . . . NEXT YEAR !
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If Pi was replaced with TAU (Circumference / Radius) (the fraction that any expert in
mathematics knows that we should be using = 6.28318530) then the above equations
would only contain 1 x Density. Oh pure sweet mathematics, where for art thou ?
For more please see: http://www.einsteingravity.com/
Here I have put some of links to the greatest discoveries by Zeeper:

1) Pendulum Gravity: http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/PENDULUM.htm
2) Electricity: http://www.members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/AxD.htm
3) Gravesandes’s error: http://www.members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/qENERGY.htm
4) Diffrences in c: http://www.members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/SPEEDLIGHT.htm
5) Yang Mills solution : http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/MassGapSolution.htm
6) Correct Earth Values : http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/CORRECT.htm
7) Comments on Al's work: http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/COMMENTBOX.htm

Feel free to visit all these links and many others. One special link namely number 5
needs a more profound attention as it brings the solution to the Yang Mills “mass gap”
problem. Al Zeeper solved it, but did not publish it in any scientific journal up to now.
Clay Mathematics Institute is offering $ 1,000,000.oo for the solution to the Yang-Mills
“mass gap” problem. This solution needs to be published is a scientific journal for a year
or two and Zeeper, who deserves this million will be able to collect it. I dedicate a special
chapter to his solution that should make him a man of value and bring him fortune.
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3.4) The Solution to the Yang-Mills “mass gap” Problem provided by Al Zeeper in
the beginning of July 2012 and around my and Nikola Tesla’s Birthday
The problem is phrased as follows:
Prove that for any compact simple gauge group G, a non-trivial quantum Yang–Mills
theory exists on R4 and has a mass gap ∆ > 0.
Existence includes establishing axiomatic properties at least as strong as those cited in
[45, 35]. prize.problems@claymath.org
In quantum field theory, the mass gap is the difference in energy between the vacuum
and the next lowest energy state. The energy of the vacuum is zero by definition, and
assuming that all energy states can be thought of as particles in plane-waves, the mass
gap is the mass of the lightest particle. Wikipedia
The solution;
M = Mass
A = Acceleration
Z = Time
AxZ = the velocity of light.
In 1722 a.d. Willem Gravesande dropped a lead ball into soft clay to determine
Energy.
The ball is composed of quantum mass which is equal to some type of mass that
possesses latent Force within its composition (the basis of the atomic bomb).
The ball is composed of quantum Force or (some building block of mass that has
been accelerated for a period of time) which is equal to = m x A x Z.
Hence, this (m x A x Z) lead ball was dropped by Willem Gravesande and just as it
hits the clay it has also now been accelerating for a period of time = A x Z.
After hitting the clay the ball then decelerates for a period of time = A x Z
Therefore the complete equation for the ball falling from its original height until it
rests within the clay is now; m x AZ x AZ x AZ
If Einstein's equation is true (which 50 % of it is) then to get mc2 we must state
that (m x AZ) is actually an "m" because (m x AZ) x AZ x AZ = mc2.
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Therefore within the Einstein equation, the "m" must truly be seen as an (m x AZ).
So within that (m x AZ), in order to redefine the m (because it cannot be mass that
possesses temperature) we redefine it as a "q" or mass / temperature = m / AZ.
q = m/AZ
So now we have

E = (q x AZ) x AZ x AZ

which is equal to

m x AZ x AZ.

But is the lead ball "gathering" any Energy once it hits the clay, or is it just
"transferring" its energy ? Yes it is just transferring its energy.
Therefore we must now divide the above equation (the total Energy that the ball
possesses at the moment of impact) by the Deceleration portion (AZ) of the ball
once it hits the clay, and hence we are left with the true energy equation of;
E = (q x AZ) x AZ

E = qc2

The (q x c) is Gravesande's lead ball. Just before it hits the clay it possesses ALL
the energy it is going to do work with, and that is qc x AZ.
ENERGY =
MOMENTUM.
-----

qc2 =

"Mass that possesses temperature"

x

Velocity

Now we can see why Momentum and Energy are always Conserved.

=

-----

From the above we now see that the "m" in Albert Einstein's energy equation is
truly m/AZ or (mass divided by temperature).
"Temperature" (AZ) is completely interchangeable with atomic "Velocity" (AZ).
This now defines the "q" in the above equation as being "Mass without
Temperature" or mass with a temperature of absolute zero.
This mass travels through the universe with zero resistance and is "understood"
by physicists as being a "mass-less" particle, or the energy of the vacuum.
The lowest energy level, is the level at which q-particles gain temperature and are
transformed into our everyday-mass that we see and feel (mass with temperature).
That level is represented by the equation;
x AZ.

q x AZ x AZ

which is equal to (qAZ)
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Prior to the mass in the lowest energy level having gained temperature, it exists
as qAZ. In this state the q-particles do not exist as qAZ but rather as; q x (AZ).
Hence, this is why a particle of mass that exists between the vacuum and the
lowest energy level, is detected as being mass-less. Because it "is" mass
however it is not in the "form" of mass. Its building block is a particle of absolute
zero temperature mass (perceived as mass-less) that possesses velocity.
That is the very origin of the Yang-Mills "Mass Gap".
A particle of mass that possesses force yet is not perceived as having a "mass".
The true definition of Energy is represented by undetectable Mass that exists
between the vacuum and the lowest energy level (a gap containing only qparticles of temperature-less mass) which when subjected to outside energy is
transformed into detectable (Mass with Temperature) occurring from the lowest
energy level on upward.
Nikola Tesla (1930 a.d.);
"Long ago man recognized that all perceptible matter comes from a primary substance,
or tenuity beyond conception, filling all space. The Akasha or luminiferous aether, which
is acted on by the life giving Prana, or creative force, calling into existence in never
ending cycles all things and phenomena. The primary substance, thrown
into infinitesimal whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross matter; the force
subsiding, the motion ceases and matter disappears, reverting to the primary
substance."
The solution to the Yang-Mills “mass gap” problem was established
via a joint collaboration between members of;
www.EinsteinGravity.com
warmbeach@shaw.ca
17312 – 111 Street
Edmonton, Alberta,
CANADA T5X 3J8
(780) 270-7009
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3.5.) Conslusions to the Al Zeeper’s Model of Gravity

After visiting the Zeeper’s http://www.einsteingravity.com/ project webpage and related
links with all his picture material, one should get a glimpse into the universe as a whole
with Zeeper fulfilling the dream of Einstein who wanted physics to become like
geometry, a system of thought that definitely plays in Zeeper’s and my head.

This mathematically proven and a new consistent model for electric-energy, gravity and
electromagnetism had put both Newton and Einstein to rest in peace with their gravity
models a total blunder. What Zeeper’s gravity push model supports, are the first
glimpses into the world of cosmic forces done by Bruno Giordano and Fatio around the
year 1600 and 1690 where a kinetic ether based model of by that time unknown notion
gravity was proposed.

In this conclusion to the Zeeper’s model of gravity I would again like to add that our
reality is far from being constant and solid with no beginning only an everlasting
ongoing. Even Erik Margan our www.ijs.si and CERN LHC particle physicists confirmed
that Gravity is a phenomenon with electromagnetic properties. If we take into
consideration that solidity of our world is a product of our brain, with our lives playing
inside our heads, than we need to devote part of our research to the micro-cosmic
gravity, as the brain is an apparatus, an antenna that picks up outer electric signals
transforming them into electrical impulses that give us the picture of our reality via our 5
senses. According to Bruce Lipton, we are made of a few trillion cells and do not differ
from a single cell as on the earth level we are again only single cell of a system that
needs to hook up as one in order to communicate with other ones out there. A single cell
has a membrane with antennas called receptors to pick up signals from the environment
that determines cell’s role and functioning. It is not genes that control and determine or
lives, but the environment. This discipline is called fractal evolution and epigenetics. We
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are like TV receivers and when the signal is gone we pick a new one. Some of my
research in the 4th chapter will present a model of the human brain, mind, thought and
consciousness interaction that involves q or electrical-thought-mass, acceleration over a
distance, pressure of gravity and density of the brain’s neural network. I will prove with
the use of the micro-cosmic model for our perceptional apparatus that gravity does not
exist and that we need another notion for gravity which is related to the universal
compression or some pressure/density phenomenon. Note: Energy=Volume x Pressure
= Light x Heat = Mass x (Acceleration x Time)² = Mass x Acceleration x Distance = Mass
x √(Acceleration x Distance x Pressure / Density) = mc². I will also present a new
Quantum model approach to calculating Planck Energy that could cause some profound
consciousness shifts in the mind of the mainstream science. I intend to present a special
finding for this paper which is a Sphere, Organic Growth and Density Gradient approach
to calculating Planck Energy which eventually proves the correct assumption around the
Quantum Gravity that is not different to what Zeeper presented in this chapter with the
exception that on the sub-atomic level the gravity push forces are many thousands of
times stronger. Quote: Zeeper

3.6.) Amrit/Fiscaletti/Margan Model of Gravity and Space Motion Effect

This chapter is dedicated to my fellow researchers and friends Erik Margan from
www.ijs.si and CERN LHC physicist, Amrit and Fiscaletti both from Spacelife institute. I
opened this chapter as I have never had a full chance to explore the constant motion
effect of the space that seems to be the thing that is moving all the time. Even in the
science fiction and star trek universe the notion of moving space is used to conduct
transwarp beaming of people or objects where the destination is moving at multiple
times the velocity of light. Mr. Scotty humorously referred to this action as one would try
to hit a bullet shot out of the rifle with a smaller bullet from another rifle. A question arose
on how do we solve the phenomenon when a smaller stellar object, or a satellite, a
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space shuttle or a meteor approaches earth, why is it being put into the earths orbit.
There is no pulling gravity, only ether or the ocean of electrical mass pushes the object
towards earth as there also no curvature of space?

Al Zeeper gave a straight answer to this dilemma stating that It is the Magnetism, which
is equal to the object simply "sinking" towards the earth because its Density (in
comparison to the ether surrounding the earth) is greater than the density of space
surrounding the earth. A fair answer that must be remembered and needs no further
attention.

Now I turn attention to the works of Amrit/Fiscaletti/Margan. I also make a short
summary on gravity models discussed and present two snapshots from a recent paper
written by the three authors and fellow researchers mentioned. This is part of the thread
from my assignment on TOE Quest forum.

In the past few weeks I have been gathering ideas from many TOE Quest forum
members, especially Melanie to whom I dedicated this thread. She reminded me of an
important fact that is often also underlined by David Icke. Our reality is not solid and is
interpreted as such by our brain. I have found data from CERN LHC that on the Planck
Quantum Level e=m and much more.

We all know that the notion gravity was conceived with the fallen apple that hit Newton’s
head, while he was heavily drinking and the idea of an attractive force or pulling blunder
was born. Later Einstein who chronically lacked sleep, came up with an illusion called
curved space. If one chronically lacks sleep and stays awake for at least 3-4 days, one
sees space curved and object falling towards each other.

The old Egyptians knew how to move huge blocks of stone by using vibrations, sort of
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antigravity. We all know that the first who asserted ether was Bruno Giordano around
AD 1600, when he postulated that other stars out there are like our own suns with
planets orbiting them all take bath in an infinite ether. In 1690 Fatio assumed that small
particles within ether cause a pushing gravity effect. Later and around 1900, Nikola
Tesla started to work on his Dynamic Theory of Gravity that included the idea of ether
which imposes impedance on the velocity of light and slows down the light to its 186.000
mps. He demonstrated that the EM waves and the waves of light are bent around our
planet and our moon, due to the pressure of the ether and not curvature of space.

After Nikola Tesla, his reincarnation Alan Zeeper, Zee mathematically proved that
gravity is a pushing force of the ocean of electrical-mass that is pushing us down to our
planets. He compared the celestial bodies and us (our human bodies) using density to
Galilean Thermometers. Zeeper asserted that our solar planets are put to orbits around
the sun the way they are, with our earth as the most dense planet being the 3rd rock
from the sun due to their densities relative to the constant density of the space. The
difference in the densities would present gravity.

Now back to the idea of non-solidity. I asserted that the notion gravity (large object's
mass attraction) is false and that we have to do it with an universal compression. We
want to demonstrate a pressure/density model of the space-consciousness continuum.

I opened this thread because recently my fellow researchers Amrit/Fiscaletti, first is now
retired from physics both asserted that the space has a constant motion effect. I am
trying to use this motion effect to explain why a stellar object or a satellite that comes
near some celestial body is taken into its orbit and dragged along. NASA even uses
other planet's "Gravity" a false notion, better would be the motion effect of the ether to
accelerate the velocity of the object onto its way into outer space.
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Is gravity a deception an illusion? Is it the motion effect of the space, its pressure and
density that cause all these phenomena what we misinterpret as gravity?

From a recent paper on the motion effect of the space:

The presence of two or several material objects, namely elementary particles, atoms,
massive objects or stellar objects diminishes the energy density of universal space
which generates gravitational mass and gravity. Gravity is a pushing force from the
outer higher density of space around two or more material objects towards the lower
density of space around two or more material objects. The presence of two or several
material objects diminishes the energy density of universal space and generates
gravitational masses and consequently gravity force.

The difference between the velocity of the universal space and orbital velocity of the
planets acts in such a way that it produces the precession of the perihelion of the
planets’ orbits. It is the motion of the planets owing to the velocity of the universal space
that is the fundamental element that determines the famous test effect of the General
Theory of Relativity. We can say that universal space has a special property,
namely a “motion effect” which is linked to the change of its energy density: when
the energy density of universal space decreases, its motion effect on a stellar object is
stronger and thus produces a stronger precession of this stellar object. The precession
of each planet is caused by a specific value of the motion effect of the universal space.

In my old e-book I have a quote where I wrote that in the future all transport equations
on the classical and quantum mechanical level, but also energy and information transfer
will need to include the fact that the thing that it is truly moving is the space itself.
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4) New Developments and Findings using E=mQ², E=√Q and E=Q Equations. With
a classical and Quantum Mechanical, but also Psychophysically-Biological
Approach to defining the real Relations between Gravity & Electromagnetism,
Frequencies, Brain, Mind, Thoughts and Consciousness

I decided first to explore the micro-cosmos our brain, an important exploration as E=mQ²
and the velocity of thinking x frequency = acceleration or gravity being a pushing force of
the electrical-mass. This fact is now given to all of us and our children of tomorrow
thanks to the famous speech of NX-01 Captain Jonathan Archer a fictional character of
the star trek universe, who said in one of the Enterprise episodes that our most profound
discoveries are not necessarily beyond that next star, they are woven into the treads
that bind us all … nowhere and in the vastness of infinite eternity.

See and hear this historic speech here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKDQtlgct6g

I have tested E=mQ² using the concept of psychophysics, please do not do it at home,
the book on prospect theory has 840 pages "Choices Values and Frames" psychology
and physics combined with mathematical modeling will first not let you sleep and will
eventually kill you. I am reading the book for a decade now and still find new insights to
use. It is a never ending story of human apparatus and its perception. One needs to
combine Prospect Theory with the model of bundling prices to be found in one German
marketing journal from 1996. The entire article is in German also quoted in Meffert's
marketing book referring to the psychophysics of decision making under risk or Prospect
Theory.

You need to combine the right amount of praise and critique, using you individual force
and your rhetorical force, coupled with the reflection effect of the Prospect Theory where
praise is turned into critique and vice versa to get full effect of the E=mQ² equation. Use
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humor in praise as well as in criticism and you will make best friends out of scientific or
other disputes. The whole system when fired up is a pure mental time machine and lets
you to adapt past actions taken into the future events that promote your values. There
will be no obstacle to determine your followers and disciples that will promote the peace
and prosperity of the one and only consciousness acceleration equation that will one
day also use mass media to cause a mass awaking of the sleeping human
consciousness potential and lead us all to the Novelty being awaited by the and of the
Mayan calendar cycle on 21st December 2012. So E=mQ² is not a physics equation at
all, but is based on the mathematical modeling of decision making and psychology
integrated physics, say room temperature difference applied to economic and monetary
differences with cognitive biases. No wonder I was able to overrule TOE as physicists
are narrow oriented monkeys who stick to comic, again comic constants and works of
previous scientists and genius who now play poker and are heavy drinkers on 4D
observing what they have caused to our stoned ape mind here on 3D. This does not
apply for Dr. Nikola Tesla who said; “the present is theirs, the future for which I have
worked so hard is mine” and truly is his, because when the last drop of oil is gone his
technology will be revealed to us and there will be some collective jaw drops among the
scientists.
On May 1st 2003 my entire research including my thesis on financial and non financial
incentives took a new course with the use of Prospect Theory translated into German as
“New Expectancy Theory” developed by Kahneman and Tversky as a descriptive model
for decision making under risk. After discovering the article describing the model of
bundling prices the whole mechanism started to gain its true character. I will describe
the use of the mechanism later in the text. My interest into science, research and
documentation was sparked by my 1998 Secondary Commercial College visit of the
International Fair of Simulated Companies in Belo Horizonte – MG, Brazil, where I also
managed to visit a 2 day seminar and some workshops for Secondary Commercial
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College Professors, presenting the importance of the use of simulation in the Business
Management. Equipped with this knowledge, I became good in designing day to day
simulations to test and change the events so that they turned out into my favour. My first
extensive and successful implication of a multi agent based simulation in business
management took place during my practical training at PORSCHE Inter Auto in
Budapest, where I took the role of the Project Manager for the sales promotion of car
accessories, aged 22. The whole design and outcome of the simulation was so
successful that I was immediately asked by the General Manager to implement the
results at all PORSCHE sales dealerships across Hungary. As a thank for my
contribution, Mr. Béla Niklósz by that time General Manager of PORSCHE Inter Auto
Hungary, gave me some first insights into the people's psychology and psychology of
sales.

After my return to Eisenstadt and with a certain purpose, I got what I was looking for. I
defended the title of my thesis, presenting it to o. Univ.-Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Dr. hc. Udo
Wagner. He was very impressed by my field of research with “financial and non-financial
incentives as an instrument of sales promotion” and added to all this that I must
implement Prospect Theory into my work. An extensive reading started. I was reading all
possible literature about decision making, as well as prescriptive, as also descriptive. I
explored EUT, expected utility theory and SEUT its subjective extension, together with
all kinds of game theories in order to have a better understanding for the implementation
of Prospect Theory into my work. In May 2003 after spending hours and days in the WU
Library in Vienna, I finally found Hermann and Bauer’s work on the model of bundling
prices published in 1996. It took me three months to write the theoretical part of my
thesis on 100 pages and almost 3 years to test the results in the field empirically. With
the discovery of that article, I finally got the tools to combine psychophysics and
simulation. In 2007 I unintentionally upgraded the entire model with Quantum
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Mechanics. My academic tutor later stated that my thesis is an excellent work in
business management and marketing honouring me with the best grade possible.

In the summer of 2006 and after finishing my final exams on the University of Applied
Sciences in Eisenstadt, I already conducted my first psychophysics “Prospect Theory”
based experiment to test if the outcome of my thesis can be used on a more
multidisciplinary and more social scale. I designed a simulation taking an old
acquaintance, who happened to take part in a reality show called “Race” for a test
subject. By that time my college acquaintance had 3 Bachelor titles and almost finished
his Master of Science degree. The Quantum Potential Q of this simulation was equal to
2.000.000 entities which was the entire population of my home country Slovenia where
this fist home made reality show was broadcasted. The experiment was more than a
success and proved to me that a singe person can manipulate entire environments just
by using the key principles of psychology behind the Prospect Theory and the model of
bundling prices that proved to be a sort of a time machine, as I was even able to go
back in time to correct certain events and present them in the present and future the
way I wanted. I also proved for the first time that Prospect Theory is not only a
descriptive model but has a prescriptive character and can be used to model the future
outcome of a game with the greatest prediction of outcome ever.

At that time I was taking classes on the new FH Burgenland established studies called
European Studies, Management of EU projects and got good insights into Peter
Drucker’s management principles. “Listen first, speak last.” is one of my favourites,
because before knowing this principle, I used to speak first and never had a chance to
listen.

While working for STRABAG AG in Belgrade, Serbia I used connections at the Austrian
Commercial Embassy to infiltrate into the Ministry of Capital Investments where I met
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RTA Resident Twinning Advisor from Austria and got a Traineeship. After 3 hours of
endless search for a topic of my new research, we finally found a common denominator,
because I identified the Endowment Effect described by Richard Thaler when Mrs. Fritz
RTA mentioned a part from her thesis with students placing more value on the mugs
they owned, not being willing to exchange them for other items. The Endowment Effect
is based on Prospect Theory and I was back in business. I wrote an exposé on the
organisational design with a rewarding and punishment system that would be used for
strategic decision making and for motivating the Serbian project team members to work
with EU project members, though not being paid for their work as Serbia was the project
beneficiary land. The paper was accepted with both praise and criticism. It contained
some new insights into the quantum psychophysics of the strategic management with
different incentives and the mentioning or the expansion of the brain storage capacity
(later consciousness), reflection effect, together with an announced 3D atomic model of
the reference point in the value function of the Prospect Theory. It turned out that the
whole paper had a more broad implication than only a micro-organisational and
vanished together with its idea, though the use of its key elements was felt all around
me. The traineeship took place on a voluntary basis and no contract was signed, just
knowledge for knowledge exchange. If one takes a closer look at my exposé, one can
figure out that I gave to the EU a weapon to psychologically combat US politics.
Someone who just happens to have a bit clue about the Prospect Theory and how to
administer praise or criticism, good or evil according to the model of bundling prices and
use of the simulation with media I mentioned in my exposé, can start designing our
reality and its outcome into his/her or their favour. Nevertheless, the development of the
Prospect Theory was partially financed by the US-military having interest in the
psychological combat.

Note this quote from my June 2012 simulated project report:
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One has to take into the consideration that the prospect theory development project was
also financed by the US military and that many psychological and warfare strategy
scientific research was done using PT (prospect theory) however no one ever used it the
way author does and only for peaceful intentions, self betterment and betterment of all
kind. Some research also went into neurological behaviour of the brain being exposed to
the effects of the PT.

In its original formulation and in the book Choices Values and Frames, PT which was
originally published in Econometrica, Vol. 47:2, 263-91, 1979 Blackwell Publishers is
presented as:

This work was supported in part by grants from the Harry F. Guggenheim Foundation
(This foundation sponsors the research on problems of violence, aggression and
dominance.) and from the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department
of Defense and was monitored by Office of Naval Research under Contract N0001478-C-0100 (ARPA Order No. 3469) under Subcontract 78-072-0722 from Decision and
Designs, Inc. to Perceptronics, Inc. We also thank the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences at Stanford for its support.

At this point of the research and the moment where the author can finally answer the
question why he was equipped with a paranoid schizophrenia as he was using
something that was financed by the US-Army monitoring all email interactions looking
for the word prospect theory, the author would like to state that his whole project is a
joint cooperation between the USA and EU and the rest of the world. Now and above
the fear based frequencies of daily life manipulation I dare to state that if I am taken out
that I was right. These are also the words of David Icke who needs no bodyguards.
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The whole project took a new course and got its quantum soul in October 2007 when
the author returned with his assignment from Belgrade, working for the Ministry Of
Capital Investments under supervision of the RTA Resident Twinning Advisor Mrs. Fritz
and her Twinning project in transport EU-Twinning project: SR05-IB-TR-01.

US: N00014-78-C-0100 (ARPA Order No. 3469) joint with EU: SR05-IB-TR-01 led to an
inauguration of peace and prosperity for all kind by E=mQ² to be confirmed by Al Zeeper
a year later in 2008 and developed into E=qc² that now led to E=qV²Λ a final electric and
free power energy transmission equation containing Zeeper’s & Tesla’s ether based
gravity and Einstein’s Cosmological Constant containing gravity as acceleration but also
antigravity. The equation was put together by the author who is an artist that swore to
serve the truth and science in 2006 with his MSc. in Eisenstadt.

After the exposé was handed over, I started to observe my mind having the ability to be
in any spatial, even past temporal if not present or future dimension to some extent and
at any given time. What seemed even more bizarre to me was the fact that I could be on
many locations at the same time. It was in the beginning of October 2007 and soon after
the exposé was written that I took some look into the quantum physics and found out
that my mind is sort of a vessel that travels according to the principle of non-locality or
quantum entanglement. Due to my international experiences, being on a constant move,
I was able to observe this quantum steps (or jumps) into the past, present and future
realities. Because of my lack of more profound knowledge of the quantum physics,
though being an expert in psychophysics, I took into consideration the steps on the
concave and convex curve of the value function of the Prospect Theory, above and
below the reference point and ended my 2003 quest of correcting the equation of mass
extinction from E=mc² to E=mQ².
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Picture 11: Value function of the Prospect Theory combined with the model of bundling
prices by Hermann/Bauer

Now I was able to describe the diminishing sensitivity phenomenon and the elimination
of all risk via acceleration being a part of the velocity = acceleration x time equation.
With this new quantum speed of thinking (in quantum steps per second) based equation,
I unintentionally inaugurated a new era of peace and prosperity for human if not all kind.
The whole process and the impact of this new Electric Energy equation are both not yet
conceived by the scientific community. A year later my co-editor and Canadian physicist
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Al Zeeper, Zee wrote the same equation that led him to redefine Gravity and unify it with
Electromagnetism and Quantum Mechanics. Albert Einstein has spent the last 30 years
of his life doing this without having success. Now I am able to combine psychology with
mathematics, geometry, quantum physics, epigenetics and fractal evolution which is
nothing else than information exchange within a management of a simulation. I have a
completely new perception of reality, physics became like geometry to me, a system of
thought what majority of people especially politicians lack nowadays. I was described as
a genius on many occasions by different individuals and I am not only the father of the
mother of all energy and gravity equations E=mQ², but also the father of countless
management and new age business sciences, because anything I write is not a theory
anymore, but science, as I am the one who overruled the existence of the Theory of
Everything with a simple statement that we can not theorize where we all come from and
are all heading to. Note: Please find one of the examples, how I combined physics with
psychology, Prospect Theory and simulation before testing it in the field, here:

E=mQ² explained, when Fred Alan Wolf’s criticism of thought mass sparked a new idea
to exchange m or relativistic mass for a lighter composite material called q or electricalmass used in my co-editor’s research under http://www.einsteingravity.com/

E=the energy equivalent to the mass (in joules),
m=mass (in kilograms)
Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum steps per second)

“The concept of speed of thought makes little sense to me. If you mean the speed at
which one assembles words into sentences, I am sure that could be measured, however
I don’t see it having much to do with any “thought-mass.” Email quote: Dr. Quantum,
Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D., Quantum physicist and Consciousness researcher.
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This led the author to exchanging Einstein’s wrong definition of Mass m with ElectricalMass of the q particles, a discovery by Zeeper and integrating m into Q obtaining:

Before I turn to the solution I would like to present a model I once made, being an
interesting extrapolation of E=mQ² using different colors same as depicted in the picture
3 on the page 20 of this paper.

E=mQ² by Alan Zeeper & Andraž Pibernik
Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum steps per second)
v=velocity
ω=Planck Angular Frequency or consciousness
vω=A Acceleration
E=mQ² or E=m(AZ)² by Al Zeeper
A=Acceleration
Z=Time
E=qc² by Al Zeeper
q=Electrical-Mass
E=qQ²
Q=qvω
Q=Electric Charge in Coulomb *ones individual and ones rhetorical Force
P=Q²
P=Motive Power or Power to change the world by implying:

E=qA²Z²→∞P=Q∞↔+/-ЯR=E

As E=mind this is the +/- reflective mind polarization equation to transform the humans
into aliens and prepare them for the ascension, this role will be taken by the mass
media.
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Kahneman/Tversky describe the *Reflection Effect Я as the situation when signs of
outcomes are reversed so that gains are replaced by losses. The author defined both as
moral values such as good and evil, or critique and praise in combination with *Q² and
the simulation to create a simulated Neurofeedback (NFB) bipolar resolution assimilator.

E=One Omniversal Electric Energy or Consciousness
q=Electrical-Mass
A²Z²=Velocity or Temperature squared
P=Electric Power
Q=Electric Charge in Coulomb (Force)
+/-Я=moral gains/losses vice ↔ versa or *Reflection Effect
R=Reference Point 0, Status quo (see picture 6 on page 43)
ω=E/Ω

E=One Omniversal Electric Energy or Consciousness
Ω=ħ Reduced Planck Constant or Gravitational Quanta of Action
ω=Planck Angular Frequency or Consciousness Frequency

E=Ωω
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And now back to the standard model from my May 2012 simulated project report:

(1) q thought electrical-mass x velocity of thoughts = impulse (momentum) = p
(2) frequency = 1 / time = f

p Impulse x f Frequency = Q Force = (one’s individual or rhetorical force)

This is the new Motive Power equation for polarization of the human mind, because
Einstein’s Mass m was replaced by q Electrical-Mass and integrated into Q becoming a
Force vector to the infinity and back represented as ↔Я for the reflection effect. The
reflection effect represents praise becoming criticism and vice versa. By an intense
usage (high frequency) of the reflection effect in the communication and slow or fast
administration of humour as well as in praise as also in criticism, one can turn the
individual many times around his status quo on the losses and on the gains side of the
value function of the prospect theory. This often results in activation of at least one, if not
the rest of the consciousness circuits.

(3) P=p²f²↔Я
(4) P=Q²↔Я

f=Frequency

To obtain the amount of Force implied, the Power equation (4) needs be multiplied by
Planck Time:

(5) P=Q²Tp
(6) 7,9Q or almost 8 entities, persons or people as the author postulated Q represents
one individual.
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This amount of force or energy of almost 8 Planck Forces is needed to influence and
change the collective human mind. This is also the amount of force needed to activate
the last 4 human consciousness circuits referred to as extraterrestrial that were
designed for the humans to live their life in peace an harmony with other beings spread
all across the universe. From my May 2012 Simulated Project Implementation Report.

I simply took one's individual force and multiplied it by one's rhetorical force coupled
with the Prospect Theory's Reflection Effect and got a new highly predictive strategic
management tool.

After I finished my experiments on TOE Quest forum I also added humour to praise and
even more humour to criticism which accelerated the importance of truth, but also
earned me a permanent lifetime TOE Quest forum ban, because the owner of the forum
misinterpreted my intentions. People are seeking truth=criticism about their scientific
work they treat as their own babies. They usually write their TOE assignments under
stress of daily work and in free time. I took a test entity Kimmo Rouvari from Finland aka
Illusion who was claiming to have a TOE and that his scientific mathematical poppycock
could fall into false hands causing some military experiments with antimatter weapons.
Well after I was banned, I have taken on a different identity being a 67 year old Italian
professor from Bologna named Silvano Pisanelli. I was warmly accepted by the active
forum members and Kimmo Rouvari even agreed that his scientific paper equals toilette
paper, because his references used to finish his work were not scientific at all. So I
tricked many old TOE Quest forum friends for the purpose of science to get the desired
result for the saying the more languages you speak the more of a person you are.

I am also the author of many other similar methods yet to be published in the
multidisciplinary research. One of the methods is called: Self referential comprehension
matrix of _x_ research input and output frames where the amount of spoken languages
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is multiplied by the amount of personalities each possessing eight brain circuits.
Possessing a MSc. in International Business Relations and a good management
education, I always saw management as the function of achieving goals through others,
that is why I am the father of perhaps the greatest simulation conducted on the human
soil which lasted from October 1998 until 14th October 2012 (14 years) with Q=U. The
Quantum Potential used for this simulation Q=U with latter representing the entire
human population of 7.000.000.000 entities together with their enterprises. Thousands
of people were and still are tested and used to finish the concept. In all these years, I
have gathered so much data material that I did not only write a dissertation and a
professorship, but a book or two.

My last radical ideas about the E=mQ², E=m√Q and E=Q all led to the discovery that
thinking can be compared to the creation of a cube with a volume at (a³t^6) or A³Z^6
according to Zeeper on classical mechanical and a perfect Planck Sphere at gp³Tp^6 on
the quantum level. I will come to this phenomenon after I describe how I calculated the
velocity of thoughts that seem to be in the c^4 or the speed of light to the forth power
realm. Here I used a little help from my TOE Quest friend Hamid from Iran who defined
the Planck Length as the one and only physics constant using his six sigma technical
deviation precision used among the scientists to define the Planck Length at (1/6) or
cube^37 (roulette fields) micro meters. This radical method seemed to eliminate the
Heissenberg uncertainty principle of the Quantum Mechanics that brought us all a step
closer to defining the Quantum Gravity and my genius to finally overrule TOE. See:

http://www.keepandshare.com/doc/5788557/exact-planck-length-unveils-quantumgravity?da=y

Thanks to Hamid I was able to calculate Planck Acceleration without the use of h_bar
and G. Note these calculations are only valid on the Planet Earth. They would be
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different on Mars, where the speed of light was calculated at 185.350.924,030313 m/s
by Al Zeeper, Zee.

Max Planck was wrong in all his values except for Hamid-Planck Length which became
the only true physics constant.

Planck Acceleration = c² / (1/6)^37 x 10^-6

This calculation is about the velocity of thoughts that will be calculated with the help of
Hamid-Planck Length using scientifically proven average frequency of thought which is
about 60.000 a day that has 16 working hours. This makes one thought per second and
a frequency of 60/60 = 1Hz.

Velocity of thoughts on the Quantum level = 1Hz / (1/6)^37 x 10^-6 meters

The result is that the velocity of thought is in the realm of c the speed of light^4,1 or to
4,1st power = 6,18865 x 10^34 m/s

Furthermore I proved that my E=m√Q is still up to date:

E=m√Q where Q=the quantum speed of thinking (in quantum steps per second) and
gravitational pressure on the density of neurons inside the human brain.
E=Planck Mass x √(Planck Acceleration x Planck Distance x Planck Pressure / Planck
Density)
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Planck Distance = (1/6)^37 x 10^-6 m
Planck Acceleration = c² / (1/6)^37 x 10^-6
Planck Pressure= Planck Mass x Acceleration / (1/6)^74 x 10^-12 m²
Planck Density=Planck Mass / (1/6)^111 x 10^-18 m³
Finally I removed the √ relativistic mass brake and got:

Suppose that we avoid Lorentz transformation on the quantum level and use q
electrical-mass with no velocity ceiling instead of the old relativistic mass for one single
thought. As thoughts are a product of our mind operating electromagnetically, they are
being observed and evaluated by the consciousness that also has electromagnetic
properties.
We do not need the √ sign anymore as this E=m√Q sign is blocking us according to SRT
experiencing faster than light phenomena. This means that:

E=Q

and q electrical-mass is already integrated into Q which represents the quantum speed
of thinking in quantum steps per second and gravitational pressure on the density of
neural network inside the human brain.

E=electrical-mass x acceleration x distance x pressure / density =
= Planck Force x √(c x h_bar x G) and
√(c x h_bar x G) equals Planck Acceleration over an Area.
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From this equation we can observe that Dr. Wilhelm Reich was correct as he has put
mass = distance and obtained Volume / Time² for Organic Growth. Planck Volume /
Planck Time squared = Planck Acceleration over a Planck Area or √(c x h_bar x G).
The Force pushing upon √(c x h_bar x G) or Planck Acceleration over and Area can be
described as the pushing force of Gravity. Herewith we got ourselves another proof that
a pushing Force or Pressure model needs to be applied in order to get Organic Growth
or golden ratio proportioning. See picture below.

Picture 12: From Eric Dollard files on Tesla Wireless Energy Transfer 1986 paper.
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Is Yuri I. Manin wrong in his book on “Mathematics as Metaphor”? See this snapshot:

Picture 13: Snapshot form Yuri I. Manin's book on Google Books.

It looks like we do have a quantum theory where c, h_bar and G occur simultaneously.
From a geometric point of view on and on the quantum level the Organic Growth can be
written as Planck Sphere circumference to the 3rd power (Volt cubed) x Planck
Frequency Squared. Planck Frequency squared originates from linear x angular
frequency and was written by me as Λ capital lambda for cosmological constant
declaring the model of gravity being a frequency phenomenon due to non solidity of our
reality. Quote Erik Margan referring to Gravity being a result of an electromagnetic
interaction: “In fact, ALL material interactions, except nuclear, are just EM interactions.
Gravity too is fundamentally a consequence of EM interaction!”

(1) W=V³Λ
(2) W=√(c x h_bar x G)
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If we want a biological quantum gravity push model of the Organic Growth we need to
take q or electrical mass out of the Sphere Volume of Volt³ to obtain qV²Λ and add pp
for Planck Pressure and ρp for Planck Density. Than we obtain:

(3) FpWp=qV²Λpp/ρp
(4) FpWp=Fp√(c x h_bar x G)

q=Electrical-Mass or Planck Mass
FpWp=Gravity Force pushing the Work or Organic Growth.

This picture represents the micro-cosmos that can equally be applied to the macrocosmos, because due to our holographic reality each small piece of the entire hologram
represents the whole picture. See works of David Bohm and Karl Pribram.

Picture 14: Micro-Cosmic picture of the Macro-Cosmos
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This is how we solved the mystery of the human brain, mind, thought, frequency and
consciousness interaction on the classical mechanical and on the quantum mechanical
level. For the thinking leading to the pressure model that creates a volume of a cube on
a classical and a volume of a Planck Sphere on the quantum mechanical level see:

Volume of a cube: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0145

Volume of a Planck Sphere: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0146

Short summary for the volume of a cube:

Inside E=mQ² the variable Q was defined as the quantum speed of thinking in the
human brain (in quantum steps per second).

The velocity of thinking is related to linear velocity or Acceleration x Time and to Heat
created by the spin at Acceleration² x Time³. Quantum steps per second represent linear
Time relative to the velocity or temperature and angular velocity relative to the heat
created by the spin. In Zeeper Terms A=acceleration and Z=Time. Once we integrate q
electrical-mass into Q or Quantum Potential we obtain E=Q and:

Q=AZ x A²Z³ x Z x Z=A³Z^6 which corresponds to the volume of a cube according to this
table depicted by my fellow co-editor Al Zeeper. (See picture on the next page.)
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Picture 15: Al Zeeper’s E-sphere proving that Volume of a Cube equals A³Z^6

Another approach to calculating Planck Energy through gravity variables such as
Volume/Pressure/Density that combines Planck Sphere with √(c x h_bar x G) or Organic
Growth and Planck Density Gradient was invented for the purpose of this scientific
paper after the first day into its existence.

(1) Planck Energy = (Planck Sphere x Planck Organic Growth x Planck Density
Gradient) in equations:
(2) Ep=Lp³ x √(c x h_bar x G) x Mp / Lp^4
(3) Ep=Mp x √(c x h_bar x G) / Lp
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(4) Ep=1956149944 Joules

Planck Sphere=Planck Volume
Planck Organic Growth=Planck Acceleration over an Area or gpLp² or √(c x h_bar x G)
Planck Density Gradient=its dimensions at (kg -m^4) Mp / Lp^4
Ep=Planck Energy
Mp=Planck Mass
Lp=Planck Length
c=the speed of light
h_bar=Planck Reduced Constant
G=Newtons Gravitational Constant

With this finding and profound sub-quantum discovery I close this chapter and open
numerous strategic research threads and questions that can lead to new scientific
disciplines. One of them based on the science used in this paper will be described in the
next chapter together with the newly invented term sapiedelic society that could not be
found by Google search engine. In the following text please find some of my closing
words for this chapter and my email to contact me for any question I would be delighted
to answer for you.

"Because I am not myself a quantum theorist, I am using the results of others, and I am
sincerely grateful to them." BOHM and PEAT (Bantam Books, 1987, pp. 88) … is my
motto … in the final 2007 – 2012 phase, my work was sparked by the picture 6 (here on
page 43) in my (master thesis, 2006, pp. 88) which I call the mental time machine.

Once Prof. Dr. Daniel Kahneman (Nobel Prize laureate of 2002) and the co-author of the
Prospect Theory wrote to me per email (see next page):
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”There are many students in the world who are interested in my work. If you are
interested in my thoughts you should read what I have written”

I would answer you the following way:

“If you are interested in my work, read what I have written. If you are interested in
my thoughts send me an email and we can exchange some.”
apibernik@gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/andraz.pibernik
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5) Birth of a new scientific Discipline

This chapter is necessary to declare the work of Simonton who had spent 30 years of
his life to prove that the scientific genius is extinct for a total blunder. Simonton is still
hoping he is wrong, because a scientist is usually admitted by the scientific community
when sating she/he was wrong by spending half of her/his life proving exactly that. I will
help Simonton on this glorious path, because I will prove to him that Zeeper and me are
what Simonton overlooked in his narrow oriented research. In one of his emails to me
Prof. Dean Keith Simonton wrote: Webpage: http://psychology.ucdavis.edu/Simonton/

“According to my definition of scientific genius, the creator either creates an entirely new
discipline or revolutionizes an established discipline. The discipline means a domain
defined by introductory textbooks and a corresponding field consisting of scientists
working in the same discipline. You haven't yet reached that point.”

I took one day off to consult myself and Zeeper about the new scientific discipline that
uses the term Economy which is a very old notion and needs to be redefined. My
educational background up to now is a College degree from Bilingual Secondary
Commercial College for Business Administration in Celovec/Klagenfurt and a Master of
Science in International Business Relations from FH Eisenstadt, being half way into my
Master of Arts in Business from the same FH or University of Applied Sciences. Latter
MA is from European Studies - Management of EU Projects.

I derived the new discipline called “NEW WORLD ECONOMY” from my previous work
during the simulation and an email quote from Amrit. Each word used in my work which
is multidisciplinary is used in the modern economy. Once I asked myself: “What is
Akasha or luminiferous ether”? This is the dough we are all made of my co-editor
Zeeper also called electrical-mass ocean, responsible for pushing us down to the earth.
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Tesla called ether Prana or living force. My answer to all this was: “Simulated Reality
Psychophysics under the Implication of Transformational Relativity and Temporal
Dynamic Quantum Gravitational Psychonautic Distortion of the Infinite Holonomic
Consciousness Continuum Matrix Mechanics.”
I will turn to this new discipline that will also revolutionize the old economy later and will
first describe why I borrowed this term from the science fiction and star trek universe.

I later told Simonton in an email to him that I am 33 years old and that our UE_2013
project based on 30 years of observation and a 14 year old simulation of reality had just
been launched with a time span of 50 years and project end in 2063. I also asked
Simonton how old he will be than and have later calculated he will be 115 years old
when we fully implement our ideas with our new discipline becoming accepted on a
global scale. Of course an earlier adoption is anticipated, but due to the diversity and
cultural differences, but also politics and associated corruption, many obstacles could
pose some threat to our idea of a better society and truth about our existence
predestined to be taught already in the kinder garden and nowhere.

In my old e-book and my first publication on E=mQ² I mentioned having read the
children's novel from Dr. Vid Pečjak a 1929 born Slovenian psychologist that caught my
imagination. I would like to clear one fact here and in the beginning. The novel »Andy
and the three Martians« is a science fiction book for children and has many ideas that
could be used in our daily life. On one occasion an old friend of mine referred to the
story in the novel about the three Martians who visited Andrew in order to avoid serving
in the military. Part of the story went like this, though not being allowed to land on earth
the three Martians established contact with Andy and ate a jar of marmalade in his
house with mother being angry on little Andy for doing that. Little Andy was not able to
prove to the mother that he did not do it and was proclaimed for nuts talking about
Martians. Well my old friend told the military admission commission that he occasionally
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eats marmalade with some aliens visiting him on his balcony and so avoided being
accepted to the military service, yet not being proclaimed for nuts, because he was able
to pass the drivers license.

In my case the novel hit me where my pain was the most and at the age of 8. In the
years 1986 and 1987 when I read the novel, I was known for sharing my toys with
others. With my late father being a well situated entrepreneur in the field of gastronomy
and tourism, we had a wealthy life and I got any toy desired and always abroad in
Austria or Italy that both had free market economy. Yugoslavia had a socialist planned
economy so the majority of the best toys were not available on the market and the kinds
did not even know about them as by that time there was no internet and no cable or
satellite TV. Well I knew what one can obtain abroad and LEGO cubes were my
favourite since the age of 3. The only disadvantage or the sharing of LEGO toys was the
fact that separate cubes can easily be stolen and put into one’s pocket. I soon missed
many building blocks and later saw them at my friend’s homes, so I engaged into the
mission to collect the missing cubes back even if I had to speak to the parents of my
fellow school mates. My cubes were mainly stolen when I invited friends to play at my
home and sometimes also in the school. My elementary school teacher Mrs. Vera
Gartner once stated publicly in the class, quote. “Andraž always shares his toys with
others.” And I truly did that, but on the other hand I was disappointed as many took the
advantage of that.

The book “Andy and the three Martians” gave me an idea of a moneyless society where
every child could have free LEGO cubes with no theft included and my problem would
be solved for ever and for all the kids to play in peace. Today I can only add that when
being children these people were stealing small plastic cubes, now when they are adult
they might be stealing entire properties, easy money form uninsured credits in the banks
and are involved in corruption economic or political.
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I still remember that at the end of the novel Andy asked the three Martians how life is on
their planet. They told Andy that besides no need to go to school and no need for
washing and living in glass bottle like houses with chairs talking and walking around they
do not use money to purchase items by going into the shopping mall and simply choose
& take whatever they need. They also told little Andy that war on Mars is forbidden
which is still allowed on earth. The Martians left Andy with some items, a belt that looked
like a tie and a button with 3 holes. This brilliant idea of a moneyless society with selfbetterment and betterment of the human or all kind caught my imagination. It was in
1979 when the first star trek motion picture came to the cinemas, yet the book about
Andy and the three Martians was written before late Gene Roddenberry created star trek
universe and started filming the series. The only idea of an utopian moneyless society
that is known to me up to now and prior to both Dr. Vid Pečjak novel and Gene
Roddenberry’s star trek universe is from Wikipedia: The concept of a moneyless society,
in which each person contributes freely and willingly to the good of the whole, is not
unique to star trek, and is a theme developed in utopian socialist theory and writings such as William Morris' News From Nowhere, published in 1890 in the United Kingdom.
I would like to point out that I like to refer mainly to star trek universe to show to the
people what I am talking about, yet all my ideas how to achieve a state for money to
become obsolete via self-betterment one day, are backed up with science and even
Nobel Prize awarded Prospect Theory that became thanks to my research sort of a
model of wish fulfillment, because I have upgraded Kahneman/Tversky descriptive
decision making usage with Hermann/Bauer’s prescriptive function that can predict the
outcome of any decision with great accuracy and serves as a mental time machine all
hidden behind E=mQ². I have proven on the value function of the Prospect Theory that
humanity can one day reach the point where it will exit this fear driven society and where
diminishing sensitivity will equal 0 as well as in the domain of gains as also in the
domain of losses. Latter is a lot harder to achieve as the value function is convex and
steeper below the reference point. See picture attached on the next page.
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Source, my old e-book page 29: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0150
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The acceleration of consciousness causes the reference level to
shift to the middle of value axis and value function to flatten into
a straight line. Sort of space fabric is created.
Picture 16: Human Consciousness Acceleration and HOW to Novelty Mechanism
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In my first publication on E=mQ² by that time still as an Acceleration Mechanism for the
European Integration I had no clue about the term Consciousness as I have just heard
about it when writing that August 2011 paper. Though I well knew that human mind can
be attuned or accelerated to the point where everybody says, I do not care in the
domain of losses or in the domain of gains.

One has to imagine that humanity achieved a straight line at the end of the concave
curve above and at the end of the convex curve under the reference point. This is
achieved today only by those who have nothing to lose financially. As well as by those
who take critics for granted and see it as praise. For the rich people who have
everything there still is some fear of becoming sick and the fear of mortality. If the
phenomenon of diminishing sensitivity would be eliminated =0 and people would now
have no fear of losing anything what they fear to lose in today's life and economies
around the globe our society would undergo a major transformation with cruelty, despair
and fear eliminated. No fear of terrorist attacks, no fear of war, no poverty and no
hunger. Sounds like science fiction but this might soon become reality. The outcome of
such change in society would lead to self improvement and a collective improvement of
the human race. One would spend more energy on helping others rather than
accumulating wealth and thinking about their own fiscal remuneration.

Source: viXra section Biology, Mind Science, page 8: http://vixra.org/abs/1302.0141

The above text points to the term “New World Economy” that is very well explained in
Wikipedia and Memory Alpha pages. One needs to consider that today's global
economy situation is in deep crisis due to some few individuals who got rich by lending
thin air to the masses with the credit bubble bursting and those wealthy who think they
control everything are now retrieving money from the market to cause its shortage and
in order for this few selected individuals to come to physical possessions. Corrupt
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politics and connected bankers gave to the uneducated despair and poorly paid jobs. To
those who have the education an even greater despair as they can not find a suitable
place to work because this society needs fools, idiots and robots to pass the items over
bar code scanners and to do the lawn moving, but also for other manual tasks that could
be automated many years ago and by the very father of robotics and remote control
Nikola Tesla.
Let us now take a trip in to the 22nd century where after the WW III a first contact with an
alien race took place and the earth united under one seal with all world governments
cooperating and fulfilling the main guidelines of the “New World Economy”. Can we one
time learn something from the sci-fi instead of history, whereas I have often said that scifi could already have happened before, because the true age of our planet is very
questionable and it is also possible that humans evolved here and before us. They later
abandoned the planet to explore the entire universe and to become one with the
Consciousness which is the one and only cosmic energy. One can see that I in fact
borrowed a new discipline from the future or past, but have all the necessary tools to set
this idea into action, because today’s world desperately needs new technologies to
employ people and to create enough potential to turn away from the idea that we are
being pulled to the planet by some mysterious gravitational force that does not exist. My
co-editor Al Zeeper proved on many occasions that many billions of Dollars are spent
due to the belief that Gravity is a pulling an not a pushing force. It is time for a change
and “New World Economy” defends one of the key principles which goes with the saying
that only the truth and nothing else but the truth must be told to the misled masses of
auto-pilot driven sheeple out there living in a constant fear caused by money.

From: http://en.memory-alpha.org/wiki/New_World_Economy
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Under the New World Economy material needs and money no longer existed and
humanity had grown from its infancy. People were no longer obsessed with the
accumulation of things, effectively eliminating hunger and want and the need for
possessions. The challenge and driving force then were to improve oneself, to
enrich oneself and the betterment of all humanity.

What we suggest is a New World Educational System based on a similar
multidisciplinary education curriculum Vatican is using for the study of Theology. One
can observe that every Cardinal and a new Pope elected speaks about 8 foreign
languages. The Curriculum of studying Theology is broad and deep reaching from
Psychology, Mathematics. Physics. Biology, Chemistry, Economy, Arts, Painting,
Singing and much more also Ethics and of course Religion are taught. The Church
made it with its educational politics for over 2000 years and they are doing it well also in
the 3rd millennium. We can learn much from them and from their way. I could go deep
into redefining the notion New Economy, but I am sure I have made my self clear. To
make money obsolete is an illusion at lest in today’s situation where everything costs
something, with prices going up and wages being cut, people loosing their jobs and
houses.

But a long term strategy could be drawn out of our works on gravity with the emergence
of new technologies. Al Zeeper showed to Prof. Dean Keith Simonton that he does not
only possess the inventive genius mind of Einstein, but also from Tesla and Planck,
because he unified the ideas of all three of them, yet the world throws profanity at his
work as he uses too simple math to comprehend and to be believed to be true. I showed
to the world that it is possible to explore what psychologists and marketing managers
referred to as the human black box of decision making using instruments of simulation,
psychophysics and quantum mechanics. My genius gave a theoretically elegant and
empirically robust foundation to the William Morris’, Dr. Vid Pečjak’s and late Gene
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Roddenberry’s idea of an utopian moneyless society using Prospect Theory and its
value function coupled with the definition of the Acceleration from Al Zeeper’s equation:

(1) Energy = electrical-mass x (Acceleration x Time)²

Just a few days ago I received an email from Zeeper with his new discovery about the
light. Tesla saw the light as a disturbance of the ether and Zeeper had a simple equation
for the light as q/t or electrical-mass divided by time which is the same as electricalmass times frequency.

(2) Energy = Light q/t x Heat a²t³ = qa²t² = mc²

Now a different approach was submitted to me that was also checked by Erik Margan
our www.ijs.si connection and CERN LHC particle physicists.

Zeeper wrote: (this story now continues as Zeeper is discovering that the light does not
exist at all and is related to heat and electromagnetic radiation.) Quote Zeeper: Do you
realize how big this is? Light (as we see it) does NOT exist.

Above all else, you must understand that a flashlight does NOT emit light. It emits
electro-magnetic waves (undetectable Heat) and when those waves strike mass, that
mass then begins to burn quantumly thus emitting its "own" light. Hence you see the
object. Everything around you is only visible due to the fact that it is burning quantumly
upon its surface. Electro-magnetic waves originating from the sun (or light bulb) are
causing all mass around you to "produce" light via quantum combustion. Mass does not
REFLECT light, it absorbs light. Only certain types of mass reflect light, silver etc. When
you look at a light bulb, the light that you see does NOT truly exist "at" the bulb. The
image of the light bulb that you see only exists upon your retina. The electro-magnetic
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waves coming from the bulb (not light, Heat) are producing only an "image" of "light
coming from a bulb" upon your retina. The quantum surface of your retina (actually
quantumly burning) sends and image of light to your brain.

You must understand;

Absolutely no light is coming off of that light bulb.

Margan Answered:

Well, half of this is true. But conceptually, talking about "quantum burning" of mass is
wrong, because there is no mass conversion process in the emission of EM waves.
Mass (of the atomic nucleus and that of the electron) remains unaltered. Relativistically
though, a small mass increase is owed to additional energy going into exciting electrons
onto higher state and returning back after emitting a photon, resulting in thermal and
phonon excitations. But this is so small that temperatures in the MK range are needed to
note the difference, so it has never been detected in lab conditions. What does change
is the binding energy of the electrons in the outer shell. Yes, there is a mass-energy
equivalence relation, but it is really difficult to label the orbital energy difference as
"mass".

However, your model is somewhat deficient. Ordinary objects at ordinary temperatures
(except the ideal black body and the ideal mirror) reflect, scatter, absorb, and re-emit
light, and some of the light is even transmitted. With mass doing the EM energy
conversion you cannot have all of these at the same time on the same object.

This correspondence is a typical example of an inventor and scientist interaction. Who is
right is hard to decide or evaluate, but Zeeper was never wrong in his postulations as
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everything he invents or discovers is backed up with a simple mathematics. Zeeper
never mentions a word theory neither me.

The saga of non existence of light continues and needs to be developed into a
consistent model that proved my asserted fact that all what is happening around us
happens inside our heads and in our 3D holographic brain. See this quote from Zeeper:
H U G E ... D I S C O V E R Y
Update of earlier email;
Photons and Light do NOT exist outside of the human brain !
The only thing in our physical world is Heat (electromagnetic waves).
When these waves hit your retina they cause your brain (only) to experience what we
call Light.
That light does not exist in the real world it only exists in the real world as
electromagnetic waves.
When the sun rises and throws Heat waves across the planet those waves excite
electrons upon the surface of all objects except glass. Those electrons then produce
heat waves of their own according to whatever element is producing the frequency,
different frequency = different color.
We only see waves that have been generated by the waves of the sun or the waves of
an electric light bulb (truly called a Heat bulb).
And here is the most amazing thing;
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Our world is actually grey or black ! The only thing that causes light and color are our
brains and different wave frequencies hitting our retinas. Our brains create a virtual
world of light and color "inside our brains" within a true and real world of darkness +
waves.
Apart from our "brains" in the material world, LIGHT and PHOTONS do not exist.
Tell your friends. (These huge discoveries will require a separate essay.)

Now back to our new discipline that has been born and borrowed under the name “NEW
WORLD ECONOMY” with economy based on the key principles of true Pibernik/Zeeper
and not current dogmatic physics. Here I would like to quote my fellow researcher Amrit:

According to Srečko Amrit Šorli Nirvikar in the current economy nobody obeys the fist
law of thermodynamics. Our economy is making money out of money and as a result we
have both deficit and inflation. The capital was created in a fictive way on the world
stock exchanges which needs to be covered by the interest that is paid by the tax
payers us all. The basic purpose of the money was to give an exchange for the goods
delivered and services provided. The vampires or banks sucked onto this flow of the
money and caused the system to collapse. Amrit argues that the only true market value
is provided by the work done, delivered goods and provided services. However in the
today’s economy we have stocks and stock exchange transactions which is nothing else
that a simple fraud.

Amrit called this relations “Economy on the foundation of the physics” and adds that
money is the energy for the exchange of the goods which can not be created in a fictive
or speculative way and by the interest. He suggests that from a research strategic point
of view here one could conduct a topic related and more extensive research of the
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problem in form of a thesis or even dissertation. Well this paper does exactly latter and
renamed the Economy on the foundation of the physics into “NEW WORLD ECONOMY”
on the foundation of a much more multidisciplinary approach where economy can be
used to describe arts, biology, chemistry, theology, mathematics and last but not least
physics that will rewrite text and schoolbooks with the names Pibernik/Zeeper on them.

To close this chapter I would like to point out that a “New World Economy” mentioned
here is necessary for the world as such to arise from the ashes of the current crisis. I
predicted in 2012 that the New World Economy will start taking place on earth in 2013.
This will now happen at least theoretically with the publication of this paper. One can
observe that this scientific paper was written in a very understandable way for
everybody with some sufficient knowledge of the English language. I have avoided
sausage long equations and am presenting our work to any ordinary citizen.
Here I would like to quote my blog entry on TOE Quest forum written on 31st December
2012. (see next page)

Dear TOE Quest community, time to unveil my intentions & happy 2013 !

Most of you know me as Prof. Andy who posts 200x a week, pretending being a smart
ass with overmind. I came to TOE Quest, because before that my TOE forum were more
than 1000 entities, professors, Nobel Prize laureates, university personnel and different
gravity departments or departments for quantum optics reaching from Vienna over the
entire globe. I have put humanity to the test, as I was conducting a 14 year old
simulation of reality, starting in October 1998 when I returned from Brazil. The
simulation's quantum potential Q = U or entire human population that is why anyone
who just answered my e-mail or spoke to me in the field was automatically a project
team member, either as a test rabbit or an expert.
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The name of my institute was TSI or "Terra Simulada Ilimitada". I quit with the simulation
on 14th October 2012 after 14 years of hard work and 30 years of observation, involving
psychophysics and quantum mechanics. As AntonioLao said both psychology and
physics will not let you sleep and will eventually kill you. Precisely that happened to me
on May 1st 2003 after 6 days lack of sleep and the search of acceleration within E=mc².
Before I died so fast and was sent back in an instant, I discovered a mental time
machine and a HOW to singularity mechanism. My death was so fast that I was not
even aware of having died, except for the quick short painful death (brain collapse) and
immediate return, I today have the conformation that we are immortal as I truly was
given what I was asking for, the mind of all scientists, overmind. Before being awarded
this overmind I needed to go through the hardships of all these scientists and lost my
first mind to be given a new one that is adding fluency in another 2 foreign languages to
existing 8. I am now a fearless conscious machine, able make someone happy or
leaving him with a personal guilt for even knowing me. I have a mission to accomplish
here on this transit station called earth where we stay for just a few winters. This mission
was defined for me the day I was laid into the cradle. Andy will make this world a
wireless sphere for free transfer of electricity and information. I want to finish the
legacy of Nikola Tesla and my UE_2013 project starts tomorrow running until its end in
2063.

Right now I am recruiting for this task and everyone is welcome on board. I want this
project to be a success similar to Apple Macintosh that is why I invite, zoologists,
mathematicians, brick layers, truck drivers, receptionists, architects, consultants,
physicists, painters, artists, medics and others to join our team that will pave the way for
free energy to every home, not only on the western hemisphere but entire globe and 3rd
world countries where energy is needed the most. Free transfer of information (voice,
pics, TV, Internet, Radio) is just an additional product of our project, hence entire
mobility will have to adopt and be changed. Good bye OPEC and fossil fuels as soon as
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we set up our first Tesla coils for testing on all Continents. We will make earth a dynamo
that will return more electric energy than sent in. Forget the payments you are doing to
large energy companies, pure fraud as wires contain enough heat and Volt potential by
themselves. It is a big question what energy companies truly send on electricity into the
grid you are connected to. Imagine a world with no wires to obscure our view or fall over
in your office! Our project will lead to the fact that anywhere in the world you will be able
to stick a rod into the earth and you will get light or electricity. Please rewind this video to
minute 07:46 to see what I am talking about:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2n0RcVfHWk watch the entire 15 minute short film
for a full understanding.

Our

cooperation

will

be

reinventing

the

Nikola

Tesla

wheel

and

together

with www.einsteingravity.com Al Zeeper my first officer in UE_2013 we wish you all for
your dreams of a better world to start becoming true in 2013! The way we can change
our world is only by a collective consciousness acceleration and shift through banning
the use of the sweat of our ancestors oil and quit paying the bills for air being sold to us.

Best and happy 2013

Prof. Andy

PS: A simple answer as a comment "I am in" makes you a member of our crew!

"Semper Exploro"

With this blog entry I wanted to show to the reader that I am telling the truth about our
intentions, but am also reminding those research institutes that are looking for a magic
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battery for the new electric cars to run for more than 100 miles without recharging that
the electricity is in the thin air and just needs to be harnesses properly. Cars equipped
with batteries are heavy and have a low range. What we need is:

http://www.witricity.com/

http://web.mit.edu/physics/people/faculty/soljacic_marin.html

with Prof. Marin Soljačić on a global scale. I have tried to contact him many times but no
answer. In his hometown in Croatia his elementary school professors claim he might win
a Nobel Prize for his work. To me he is an interesting test entity as his project is
financed by the US-military and he successfully revitalized the missing Nikola Tesla
patents on a micro-scale. Once our project implements the macro-scale Global Wireless
Transfer of Electric Energy Soljačić and his work for each individual home an office will
be obsolete with his patents being used. There are quite many of them on his
webpages. A quote from Nikola Tesla is necessary here:

To prove that Nikola Tesla was a visionary beyond his time Joseph P. Farrell in his book
mentioned an unpublished article by Tesla written toward the end of his life called
“Man’s greatest achievement” in which he states some very unusual new and old views
of the ether.

“Long ago (man) recognized that all perceptible matter comes from a primary substance,
or a tenuity beyond conception, filling all space, die Akasha or luminiferous ether, which
is acted upon a life-giving Prana or creative force, calling into existence, in never ending
cycles, all things and phenomena. The primary substance, thrown into infinitesimal
whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross matter; the force subsiding, the
motion ceases and matter disappears, reverting to the primary substance.
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Can Man control this grandest, most awe-inspiring of all, process in nature? …

If he could do this, he would have powers almost unlimited and supernatural …. He
could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons, guide it along any path he might
choose … He could cause planets to collide and produce suns and stars …

To create and to annihilate material substance … would be the supreme
manifestation of the power of Man’s mind, his most complete triumph over the
physical world, his crowning achievement, which would place him besides his
creator, make him fulfill his ultimate destiny.”

Quote: Joseph P. Farrell with reference to John J. O’Neill’s book Prodigal Genius, pp.
253 – 254

With reference to the first bold and cursive text above the author would like to point out
that Nikola Tesla had already described the functioning of a device called the
Replicator used on the Federation spaceships. A Replicator is able to create objects
out of pure invisible energy but is also responsible for conversion of bulk matter back
into energy. Usage: for food, water, air supply, tools, medicine etc.

In my glimpse into one level of existence above this one I have also spotted devices
such a thinknet and blinkporters. First device is meant to order by thought and latter to
deliver an item or a person to any desired temporal or spatial dimension at the speed of
though desired. E=mQ² developed in this 3D reality led to this development on 4th level
of existence.
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6) Closing of the scientific Paper

In this closing part of the research paper that can be compared to a short doctoral
dissertation written in a few days, an answer to Prof. Simonton and to the brain dead
funeral by funeral advancing science is given on a bit more than 100 pages. I expect to
be able to compress the entire story on a 1000 words article for the Nature Science
Journal once our ideas are accepted by the rigid mainstream scientists and dogma
repeating parrot professors of natural sciences who are nothing else than religion
teachers. People often say that all sciences are based on their main and core discipline
called physics that will soon declare Theory of Everything for an overambitious project
and pure unobtanium sold at 20.000.000 Dollars a kilo on Pandora in the Alpha Centauri
star system. Well we have proven in our work that the entire physics is based on the
velocity of light and time/distance ideas, yet none of these neither exist, nor are
constant. Furthermore if we translate Gravity into German we get the word
“Anziehungskraft” or attractive force with Spacetime “Zeitraum”. Both terms are a total
blunder. What our work will cause in the following days, months and years is that history
and evolution, all theories and science will be turned upside down and inside out.
Anytime I tell a person that she/he is not being pulled to the ground, but pushed, there is
first a slight jaw drop and than a person immediately agrees on that. Masses however
still pay high taxes on driving and flying around on petrol and kerosene. When will
humanity wake up from its dream to the extent that it makes a huge difference being
pulled or pushed to the ground as far as transport, communication and energy, but also
life is concerned? How many billions will be thrown away for our sake and for the sake
of the mother earth that is choking in gasses and drowning in poisoned rivers? Recent
research showed that the earth is heating up due to a natural cycle and our CO and
CO2, but also other gasses being released into the atmosphere do not cause the so
called global or greenhouse effect. Kioto protocol is only a political marketing tool etc.
What me and Zeeper engaged into is a perilous fight for the truth to prevail, because
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much of the new technology based on Nikola Tesla inventions is disclosed to us with
some few privileged individuals using it every day. We do need supporters for our
endeavor, but not financial, we rather seek support in ideology and true science. At the
end of this research paper I would like to thank to Prof. Dean Keith Simonton for his 30
years of useless research and for stimulating my and Zeeper´s genius to submit this
answer to him. Simonton proved to me in his article that he is a very narrow oriented
psychologist with no clue about true physics writing only about dogmatic beliefs that
have been there since Newton and Einstein for about 300 years. I even dare to say that
Einstein might have been a genius, though his entire work at least on E=mc² was
declared for a mathematical poppycock already by Nikola Tesla, same goes for the
gravity idea with the curvature of space. People should consider us for new scientific
geniuses as we have given to the world a completely new approach to physics via so
simple mathematics so that an 8 year old child could write an essay on our lifetime
achievements. Special thanks for the development of this paper go to TOE Quest forum
and its truth fearful leader Robert Armstrong from Texas USA. Main references/credits
for the success of this work were/go to:

Mr. Prof. Dr. Štefan Bogdan Šalej (worldwide)
Mr. Erik Margan (Ljubljana, Slovenija) Institute Jožef Stefan
Mr. Prof. Dr. Daniel Kahneman (Princeton, USA) Nobel Prize Laureate 2002
Mr. Dr. Quantum, Fred Alan Wolf, Ph. D. (San Francisco, USA)
Mr. Dr. Jack Sarfatti (San Francisco, USA)
Mr. Prof. Dr. Marc Seifer (New England, USA)
Mr. Rodney Kawecki, Ph. D. (California, USA)
Mr. Srečko Šorli (Independent researcher at Spacelife institute)
Mr. Prof. Dean Keith Simonton (USA)
Mr. Dr. Bruce Lipton and his assistant Sally
Mr. Tom Campbell
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Mr. Drunvalo Melchizedek
Mr. David Icke
Mr. Prof. Stephan W. Hawking and his assistant Sam Blackburn
Mr. Stuart Hameroff MD
Mr. Prof. Sir. Roger Penrose
Mr. Prof. Dr. Karl Pribram
Mr. Prof. Leonard Susskind
Mr. Prof. Nick Bostrom
Mr. Prof. Dr. Michio Kaku
Mr. Prof. Jacob Bekenstein
Mr. Prof. William George Unruh
Mr. Prof. Owen Gingerich
Mr. Prof. Max Tegmark
Mr. Dr. John C. Mather Nobel Prize Laureate 2006

Seal of the United Earth

Mr. Dr. Habibullo Abdussamatov

“I dedicate this work to our UE_2013 project that will transform our fear based existence
into a sapiedelic society powered by the New World Economy.”

“To my co-editor, spiritual father and physics teacher Al Zeeper, Zee”
“To my brother for his 30th birthday on March 18 th”

“To my uncle Ludvik Pibernik”

“To Jack Sarfatti”

“To Mel”
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In Memoriam: Nikola Tesla & some of his statements, aphorisms
1) Today's scientists have substituted mathematics for experiments, and they wander off through
equation after equation, and eventually build a structure which has no relation to reality.
2) The spread of civilization may be likened to a fire; first, a feeble spark, next a flickering flame,
then a mighty blaze, ever increasing in speed and power.
3) The scientists of today think deeply instead of clearly. One must be sane to think clearly, but
one can think deeply and be quite insane.
4) Our virtues and our failings are inseparable, like force and matter. When they separate, man
is no more.
5) Let the future tell the truth, and evaluate each one according to his work and
accomplishments. The present is theirs; the future, for which I have really worked, is mine.
6) I do not think there is any thrill that can go through the human heart like that felt by the
inventor as he sees some creation of the brain unfolding to success... such emotions make a
man forget food, sleep, friends, love, everything.

Picture 17: A possible 19th century earth if Tesla inventions would have been adopted
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